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LESS FERTILIZER. 

LESS WATER. It's been over 10 years since Tee-2-Green introduced 

the Penn A's & G's — the high performance 

bentgrasses that look and putt great need less 

maintenance and save money. We were ahead of 

the curve then, and today the A's and G's remain 

superior.They are specified by architects and used by 

superintendents more than any other bentgrass. 

Do the Math. 

LESS FUNGICIDE. 
TEEf*GREEN Why Use Anything Else? 
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THE WHITEBOARD 
I've visited waaaay too many maintenance 

facilities over a quarter-century in this crazy 
business and it seems like every one of them 
falls into four basic categories. 

Some are called "barns" because they 
are.. .er.. .barns. Sure, most of these rustic 
structures are located at modestly-budgeted 
facilities where it's the best they can afford. 
But it's not unusual to find a barn at a fancy 
newer daily fee where the superintendent will 
sheepishly explain that the barn was sup-
posed to be temporary and he has the plans all 
drawn up for a great shop but the owner ran 
out of dough thanks to endless construction 
change orders or crappy housing sales. He will 
then insist on showing you the plans in detail 
even though both of you know full well the 
fancy new facility will never get built. 

Others are your basic 40-year-old 
Morton buildings with dead equip-
ment scattered around, an infinite 
number of broken pallets stacked 
up out back and five-gallon seed 
buckets being used as chairs 
around the lunch table. The 
incessant buzzing noise coming 
from the ancient florescent 
lights overhead has driven good 
men crazy. And there's usually 
one bay door that doesn't quite 
close right since some summer-
help kid smashed a Cushman into it after he 
lied about being able to drive a stick shift. 

The majority of maintenance facilities 
are probably like yours: cramped but well-
organized places that are busy, noisy and 
constantly exuding that wonderful aromatic 
blend of urea, exhaust and backlapping com-
pound. There's a course dog or two wandering 
around, messy piles of topdressing sand and 
pea gravel around the side, and at least one 
rusty 7-gang that's become yard art. Oh, and 
there's almost always a basketball goal nailed 
up to a utility pole in the parking lot.. .but it 
never has a net. 

Finally, there are those fabulous few main-
tenance structures that are truly spectacular, 
multi-million-dollar complexes - turf Taj 
Mahals, as it were - with floors so clean you 
could eat off them and tool racks that would 
make a NASCAR crew chief drool. These 
gleaming edifices are often called the "Course 

Care Center" or the "Department of Agron-
omy & Environmental Management" or - as 
members at the club refer to it - "The Really, 
Really Fancy Barn." 

Yet, whether it's a leaky lean-to or a brand-
spanking-new "Holistic Horticultural Health 
Headquarters," all facilities have one thing in 
common: The Whiteboard. 

You know what I'm talking about - the 
ubiquitous dry-erase board that is informa-
tion central for announcements, the day's 
assignments, warnings to not mow down Mrs. 
McGillicuddy's rose bushes again, etc. Aside 
from radios, whiteboards are the centerpiece 
of communications within nearly every main-
tenance team. 

That's why we thought it made sense to 
have a whiteboard of our own. So, beginning 

this month, you'll find GCI's new 
"Whiteboard" section (p. 12-13) 

that kicks each issue off with a col-
lection of strange and wonder-

ful things. We'll have short, 
exclusive feature items, 

summaries of news you 
may have missed on our 
Web site, weird pictures, 
ear-catching quotes and 
other items of inter-

est from around the golf 
course business. We hope 

you find it as useful and informative as your 
whiteboard at work. 

You may also notice that we've separated 
our world-class collection of columnists. No, 
they were not cheating off each other in class 
or passing notes - we just wanted to spread 
their yummy goodness throughout the maga-
zine and, we believe, give them the individual 
attention they deserve. Tim Moraghan is now 
hitting leadoff (page 18) and the rest of the 
batting order comes to the plate in between 
our fantastic feature stories. Since I do not 
work and play well with others, my column 
remains isolated on the last page. 

So, enjoy the new and improved GCI, and 
for god's sakes put a net up on that basketball 
hoop. GCI 

Pat Jones 
Editorial director and publisher 
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Gutless* 50W. The Turf Growth Regulation 
Standard for Poa Conversion. 

• Selectivity suppresses the growth of Poa annua to a 
greater degree than desirable perennial turfgrasses. 

• Greater "regrowth" potential vs. other growth regulators 
leading to faster conversion. 

• Poa annua conversion with no disruption to the payabil ity 
of the turfgrass. 

• Improved turfgrass quality. 
• Less impact on bentgrass and bluegrass than paclobutrazol 

Whether it's for Poa conversion or turf enhancement, 
SePRO has the right TGR for your desired objective. 

Enhanced growth suppression. 
Improved turfgrass color and qualify. 

C* if 

Extended spray intervals. 
Reduced "bronzing." 
Elimination of the "rebound" effect. 
More uniform growth regulation on mixed 
turfgrass varieties. 
Stops the encroachment of Poa annua. 

upgrade Your lUrK rrogram to Legacy, 

For more information about SePRO turf growth regulators, contact your SePRO 
Technical Specialist or call 1 -800-419-7779. Visit our web site at www.sepro.com. 

SePRO Corporation Carmel, IN 46032 

'Trademarks of SePRO Corporation. The synergy derived from the combination of Type HA and Type IÎB PGRs is covered under 
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Chick? 
While reading your article on Michelle Feher ("The Call Me Ms. Turfhead," 
page 18), I was shocked to see you refer to her as a "chick." She has 
obviously proven to be a successful and professional superintendent. I 
hope they never print an article about my daughter someday to promote 
her success, and call her a "chick." 

Jeff Kadlec, 
Director of agronomy 
LaCantera 
San Anonio, Texas 

Pat Jones responds: 
Jeff: I understand that the 
word is not for everyone, 
but in Michelle's case, it's 
how she describes herself. 
I would have never used it unless she was comfortable with it 

Hits the nail 
Jeff Brauer's article in your March issue, "In Praise of Contractors" 
(page 8), hits the nail right on the head. During these difficult business 
conditions it is more important than ever to make sure your selection 
of a builder for your golf construction work whether a new course or 
renovation work be dedicated to the profession of golf course construc-

tion, provide the highest ethical practices and standards, have the 
experience and knowledge of golf course construction as well as the 
skills based upon work history and references. There are lots of build-
ers chasing less projects today. Too many of those chasing golf projects 
lack some or all of the above requirements and if selected could cause 
serious problems once the project is started or after completion with 
subpar quality. Use those builders dedicated to the industry. Golf Course 
Builders Association of America has a list of excellent builder members 
and can be viewed on the GCBAA Web site (www.gcbaa.org). Thanks 
Jeff for a very timely article supporting the golf industry. 

Paul Foley, executive director 
Golf Course Builders Association 
of America (GCBAA) 
Lincoln, Neb. 

Tinnitus info 
Pat Jones' column ("Huh?" page 58, April issue) is one of the most can-
did accounts of tinnitus and how annoying it can be for those who have 
it. I enjoyed it alone for that reason. Do you know about the American 
Tinnitus Association (www.ata.org)? You can find helpful information 
and advice about sound enrichment that you can use to "soften" the 
noise in your ears/head. I also have tinnitus and attended a few loud 
rock concerts in my day, but nothing like the noise exposure to Peter 
Townsend's amps! I use a sound machine to help me sleep. The sound 

You need eight rotors, two shovels and one piece of good advice. 
You only have time for one stop. 

Irrigation • Specialty • Landscape • Equipment • HorizonOnline.com 
© 2 0 1 0 Hor izon Distr ibutors, Inc. All Rights Reserved . 

The Edge You Need 

Horizon Distributors. 

Horizon 

Horizon gives you the edge you need by providing professional 
landscaping products, all backed by personalized service. 

Cap off your next visit to Horizon with a 
FREE HAT just for mentioning this ad. 

E-mail us at gci@gie.net 
with your thoughts 

and opinions. 

We'd like to 
hear from you. 

http://www.gcbaa.org
http://www.ata.org
mailto:gci@gie.net


Discoveryour 
turfs inner strength. 

The best offense is a good defense when it comes to overall plant health. 

That's why CI VITAS turns on the natural defenses of the plant to fight off fungus. 

Studies have shown that CIVITAS helps the plant develop a more structured root 

system and can decrease fertilizer requirements by up to 50%. Effective fungus 

control without any resistance issues. Embrace CIVITAS and change the game 

for the better. 

For more information and to view a video of CIVITAS on "The Profiles Series" 

visit www.civitasturf.com 

www.golfcourseindustry.com/readerservice - #13 
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of rain is particularly helpful. Also, there is 
research that looks promising, but as your 
doctor told you there is no cure for tinnitus. 
However, there is hope. Please visit ata.org and 
read some of the things you can do for yourself 
to get some relief. 

Cecy Escarcega 
San Diego, Calif. 

The ring 
Hearing loss ("Huh?" April, page 58) is a 
one-way street. I think mine is from being 
around golf course equipment all my life. I 
loved engines and equipment so I worked on 
them and was around engines a lot growing up 
on a golf course. Good news, I can hear some 
things pretty well still. Bad news, I can't hear 
voices well when there is background noise. 
One gets tired of saying "What?" and I have a 
hard time with new words/language because 
I can't hear detail too well. It can be worse -
hang in there. 

By the way, as past president of Chicagoland 
Association of Golf Course Superintendents, 

Memory lane 
That was a very nice article on Michelle and her 
career (March, "They call me Ms. Turfhead," 
page 18). The article brought back great 
memories of my childhood because my family 
grew up less than five miles from Boston Hills. 
My father taught my brother and I both how to 
play there, in fact back in the old days the field 
across the street was bring your own balls and 
hit for free! We spent hours practicing on that 
field during the summer months, and often 
played the course with my father and friends 
whenever time permitted. As a member of my 
high school's golf team it was our home course, 
therefore it served as a difficult track with its 
tiny greens and mature trees for visiting teams 

we talk frequently about how to get people to 
attend meetings. It's probably a lot like your 
business, how to get and keep readers. Life-
styles have changed as well as the resources 
available to get information. But, like you, the 
bottom line is to be proactive and have good 
information to share, and at times flirting with 

that weren't used to the course layout. When 
I had heard from my friends back home a few 
years ago it had been shut down, it saddened 
me to know a piece of my childhood was gone, 
unable to be recovered by playing one last 
round. That was over 25 years ago and since 
that t ime my family is still near to the game of 
golf that we learned at Boston Hills. My father 
has enjoyed the last 20 years of his retirement 
by playing 200-plus rounds a year at Pinehurst 
CC where he resides, and my brother Doug 
and I are both golf course superintendents. 
Thanks for the memories. 

Dan Walter 
Superintendent 
City of Blue Ash Golf Course 
Blue Ash, Ohio 

the edge in new things that interest people and 
are helpful in work. Most times the innovative 
information comes from peers as we openly 
share our thoughts and experiences. 

Dan Dinelli, CGCS 
North Shore Country Club 
Glenview, III. 
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See it . Believe it . T o u r n e y Fungic ide c o n t r o l s a b r o a d spectrum 
o f diseases inc luding b r o w n patch, anthracnose , dol lar spot and 
many m o r e . Al l with except ional t u r f quality and low use rates. 
See the p r o o f at T o u r n e y B e l i e v e r s . c o m . 

Seeing is Believing, is a trademark and Tourney and Products That Work, From People Who Care are registered trademarks of Valent U.S.A. Corporation. ©2010 Valent U.S.A. Corporation. All rights reserved. AM22356.08 

Tourney 
F U N G I C I D E ^ 

Seeing is Believing: 

TourneyBel ievers .com 

Products That Work, From People Who Care01 www.va ientpro .com | 800-89-VALENT (898-2536) 
Read and follow the label instructions before using. 
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An open letter 
If read, this letter will have little impact on 
the GCSAA organization and philosophy, but 
I have decided to send it anyways. 

I have been a member for 17-plus years and 
for some reason the GSCAA has become an 
elite club. As an organization we have locked 
out future enrollment. The reason for this 
was because times were good and we were 
selective, but somehow we lost our focus on 
our future goals. 

I have owned my own course for 30 years 
and I took the rounds played from 12,000 
rounds per year to over 40,000 rounds per 
year. I'm very proud of this accomplishment. 
I have put my middle son through four years 
of turf school at Purdue. He graduated in 1996 
and has taken over all outside operations at 
the facility. He shares my feelings. What we 
do for our members and customers is still No. 
1 and somehow this organization has lost that 
philosophy. 

You are losing the members that moved 
from golf course turf to landscape, lawn care 

and many other industries related to turf man-
agement. You have decided to make it an elite 
club, not an organization we can all be proud 
of. The results of your poor planning and de-
cisions have caused losses to the organization 
and the cutting of jobs. 

As a 17-plus-year member of the GCSAA 
I was told to take the "owners program" by 
your staff if I wanted to complete my GCSAA 
requirements within the time restrictions. 

My recommendation to the GCSAA is to 
change its policy and look at where the future 
of this organization is going. It's not the dollars 
that hold me back, it is the organization's poli-
cies, rules and regulations that have become 
obsolete in tough times. 

Jerry Reynolds, GCSAA#096495 
Owner 
Edwood Glen County Club 
West Lafayette, Ind. 

Assistant thoughts 
I read your article on the do's and don'ts for 
assistant superintendents ("Assistant success 

guide," November 2009) . I agree with most 
of the comments concerning what makes an 
assistant valuable to the overall structure of 
each facility. I do believe the job is quite differ-
ent at private or public facilities because their 
demand is different. 

Here are a few issues I discuss with our 
assistants to educate them to become super-
intendents: 

• Set goals for each season with your super-
intendant both personal and work related for 
review at the end of each year. 

• Manage your staff to your best potential. 
• Maintain pesticide license and points. 
• Become involved in local and national 

organizations to further education. 
• Attend educational seminars pertaining 

to all aspects of golf management - irrigation, 
pesticides and equipment operations. 

Don't be afraid to make decisions. 
Jim Howell 
Superintendent 
The Ledges C.C. 
Huntsville, Ala. 

A summer stress 
breakthrough. 
Echo® ETQ™ Turf Fungicide combines Echo chlorothalonil 

with an exceptional pigment additive. While the E T Q additive 

minimizes the factors contributing to turfgrass stress, Echo prevents 

dollar spot, brown patch, leaf spot, gray leaf spot, anthracnose and 

other diseases. What results is remarkable disease control accompanied 

by improved turf color, strength, density and consistency. All at a 

fairway-friendly price and without resistance issues. Relieve summer 

stress. Make Echo E T Q Turf Fungicide your go-to product for disease 

control and enhanced turf quality. 

Sipcam 
The Natural Choice™ 

www.sipcamadvan.com 
8 6 6 - 4 2 9 - 0 8 8 7 EchoTTQ™ 

Tur f Fungicide 

THE NATURAL CHOICE 

© 2 0 1 0 Sipcam Agro USA, Inc. Echo and Advan are registered trademarks of Sipcam Agro USA, Inc. The Natural Choice and ETQ are trademarks of Advan LLC. Always read and follow label instructions. EEGCI0110 
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Introducing the industry's only 
hydraul ic-free riding greens mower . 
One look at the new Jacobsen® Eclipse™ 322 and you'll see a greens mower that's completely 
hydraulic free and can be customized to meet the specific requirements of your course. 
There are no oil leaks, valves or hoses to worry about. Instead, it features a programmable 
frequency of clip, individual reel control, Classic XP™ Reels with Advanced Relief Technology™ 
and an array of features designed to reduce your operating costs by up to 86%. Use the Cost 
Calculator at www.Eclipse322.com and see how the Eclipse 322 can help your bottom line. 

Contact your Jacobsen dealer for a demo, or go 
to www.Ec l ipse322 .com for more in format ion . 

The Official Turf Equipment Supplier to The PGA of America and 
The Exclusive Turf Equipment Supplier to PGA Golf Properties. 
© November 2009, Jacobsen, A Textron Company. 

When Performance Matters™ 

LIFETIME FREE 
OF HYDRAULIC LEAKS 

G O O D F O R O N E 

Valid only on the Jacobsen® Eclipse™ 322 Riding Greens Mower Redeemable from Your Local Dealer 

Featuring an electric traction drive, electric steering and electric reels, the Eclipse 322 
has no hydraulics and no leak points; resulting in lower labor costs, fewer parts to 
maintain and healthier turf. When Performance Matters 

A Textron Company 

http://www.Eclipse322.com
http://www.Eclipse322.com


A HOLE 
IN ONE 
It sounds like the stuff of tall 
tales but Cal Surgenor, GCI's 
eyes and ears in The Great 
White North, has the photo 
evidence to prove it. 

According to Cal, the general 
manager at course accessories company Bayco 
Golf in Winnipeg, Manitoba, the incident in 
question took place about three years ago at 
Pinawa Golf Club in Pinawa, Manitoba, and 
involved a course club washer. 

Apparently, this deer spied the green plastic 
club washer and went in for a drink of water. 
Only problem, she couldn't get the lid off from 
around her neck. "This lid "snaps on" very tight," 
Cal adds. "So she must have had to shake it 
very hard to get the bottom to release from the 
lid." 

Never fear, Greg Love, CPGA head 
professional at Pinawa Golf Club says all is well. 

As the picture attests, the deer is doing well 
and sightings of her and her "ring" are still quite 
common on the course. 

"The car wouldn't budge. Mr. 
Westerkamp abandoned his car in the 
sand bunker, which filled with two feet of 
water around the car, to be discovered 
the next morning. Mr. Westerkamp also 
left two bags of marijuana inside the 
center console, which police found." 

Would You Rel ieve I f ? 

THE WHITEBOARD 

Timber! 
Mkl'kahda n ^ p ' J e f f Johnson, superintendent at The 
Minikahda Club, was out touring his course early one late-April 
morning when he came across this fallen Basswood at the 
entrance to the 6th tee. 

As you can see from Johnson's photos 
while the crown of the tree appeared to be' 
healthy, the stem of the trunk was decayed quite 
badly. Johnson says it was only a matter of time 
before the tree would have fallen. The location 
of the tree is right where golfers enter the 6th 
tee complex as they walk back from the 5th 
green. Thankfully no one was in the area at the 
time. With virtually no wind the previous night 
Johnson says this is an important lesson to note 
Wh.le tree maintenance is an important aspect 
of any maintenance program, unfortunately this 
is one of those budget areas that gets scaled 
back when costs are being scrutinized. 

"There's a time to save and maintain certain 
trees on the golf course and there comes a time 
when a decision needs to be made to remove 
w h a t may even appear to be a perfectly healthy tree," Johnson 
says- This ,s a prefect example of why when the inside of the tree 
-s showing signs of decay the tree needs to be removed e s p e c S 
when the health and safety of the golfers and e m p l o y e e ^ S ^ 

though i t 8 " T t h i S SerVGS 8 8 8 g ° 0 d a s why, eve 
hough it may be a difficult or emotional decision to remove even 

a hazardous tree, the best decision a Cub can make is to have 

removed ^ ^ ^ * have it 

- Swiped from a March 26 report on eastbayri.com 
about the damage done when a reckless driver took a 

wrong turn and found himself on the 10th hole of the 
Montaup Country Club. 



Lap of luxury 
Try working this into next year's maintenance budget. 

For the luxury course that has . . . wel l . . . just about everything. 
For a mere $ 5 2 , 0 0 0 , the Garia Edition Soleil de Minuit is 

purported to be the most expensive golf car ever made. The Garia 
exudes European luxury: 

• Rolls out of the same factory that produces the Porsche Cay-
man and Boxster; 

• Two-colored, hand-stitched luxury seats; 
Alcantara roof lining; 

• Numerous hand-made details; 
• Double wishbone front suspen- 1 

sion inspired by Formula 1 cars; 
• An Italian-built drive train; and 
• An aluminum frame profile by 

the same company that supplies 
Aston Martin, Jaguar and Volvo. 

While the base price for this ride 
is an affordable $17 ,499 , it's the up-
grades that will get you, including 
options for a built-in refrigerator ] 
and an exclusive personalization 
program that includes painting 
the car to match your "other" car. 

What? No diamond-encrusted cup holders. Forget it! 

John Deere Golf announced a number of 
personnel moves in its irrigation product 
offering, including naming J e f f K i e w e l and 
Kevin Johnson as division sales managers, and 
Dave Maholic and Nick Minas, area managers, 
product support. 

Dataw Island Club, Dataw Island, S.C., has 
promoted D u s t i n N e m e n z superintendent 
of its Cotton Dike course and A n t h o n y 
R o b e r t s o n superintendent of its Morgan River 
course. 

P e t e r Hil l , Chairman and CEO of Billy 
Casper Golf, was appointed to the National Golf 
Foundation's Board of Directors. 

Callawassie Island, Okatie, S.C., promoted 
assistant Bi l ly B a g w e l l to superintendent. 

Concord, N.C.-based Rocky River Golf Club 
named R y a n B r i c k l e y director of golf and Joe l 
W h i t e golf course superintendent. 

Valent Professional Products hired J o h n 
J o h n s o n as its national sales manager for its 
non-crop business, which includes turf, LCO, 
ornamental and aquatics. 

Newark Country Club, Newark, Del., named 
J a m e s C. N i e t u b i c z as its new golf course 
superintendent. 

Nolichucky View Golf Club, Greeneville, 
Tenn., named S h a n n o n S h e l t o n as its new 
superintendent. 

The Northern Ohio Golf Charities named T o m 
W a t s o n its 2010 Ambassador of Golf. 

The Nation Golf Course Owners Association 
elected to its board of directors Bi l l C a s p e r 
Golf Chairman and CEO P e t e r Hil l . 

Arnold Palmer Design Co.'s executive vp 
and senior golf course architect Er ik L a r s e n , 
ASGCA, was elected president of the American 
Society of Golf Course Architects. 

The State of Kentucky's Environmental 
Quality Commission selected C h r i s t o p h e r S . 
Gray , Sr., superintendent at the Marvel Golf 
Club in Benton, to receive its Earth Day Award. 

Valve and Filter Corp. appointed S t e v e 
S p r i n g e r vice president of sales and 
marketing. 

Sandtrapper announced the addition of 
C h u c k H u t t o n to its sales team. 

Clearly Chemical promoted vp of operations 
Bill B e w l a y to the position of chief operating 
officer. 

Jacobsen promoted program manager P a u l 
D r a i n to director of product management. 

PimeraTurf hired D a n a W i l s o n to serve as 
manager of business development. 

The Environmental Institute for Golf 
appointed Club Car President & CEO G a r y 
M i c h e l to its Golf Advisory Council. 

ROLL CALL 

GCI's Africa correspondent has come across the longest and 
most dramatic par 3 in the world. 

Legend Golf and Safari Resort's No. 19 is high up on 
Hanglip Mountain, situated within Entabeni Safari Conservancy 
in the malaria-free Waterberg Region of the Limpopo Province 
of South Africa. After a short helicopter flight, gofers can tee of 
from one of three tee boxes high up a 430-meter escarpment. 
According to the resort, four separate cameras and tracking 
equipment gives the golfer the ability to follow and capture the 
tee shot and the flight of the ball. 

The fairway is seeded with cynodongrass and contoured 
to funnel the ball to the green below. And in celebration of the 
African Renaissance, the green has been shaped like the map 
of Africa and is protected by a large bunker. 

Golfers can opt to play No. 19 in addition to their round 
of 18 holes, or as an experience on its own. And as an added 
bonus, anyone who shoots a hole-in-one gets $ 1 million U.S.! 

We have one question: How do you think they get the 
greensmower up there? 



Tim M O R A G H A N 
Insightful knowledge of major 
tournament set-up and operation 

Monroe M I L L E R 
Perspectives from a 
legendary superintendent 

Terry B U C H E N 
Creative and helpful ideas 
about equipment modification 

Jeff B R A U E R 
Connecting superindentents 
to the design world. 

Golf Course Industry . . . Driving the business of golf. 



Led by the industry's 
most influential voices. 

GOLF COURSE 
INDUSTRY 

To discuss how you can use our voice to influence 
your prospects, call your advertising representative 
at 800-456-0202 or visit mediakit.golfcourseindustry.com. 

Pat JONES 
Witty perceptions from the most 

well-read industry veteran. 



C O N S U M E R 
R E S E A R C H A glimpse of how golfers' behavior affects the business 

of golf facility maintenance and management. 

Customer Corridor Map 

Many operators make the 
assumption that good 

greens are all they need at their 
courses. While good greens are 
important, there are many other 
moments of truth in the golf 
experience. 

A key tool that can help 
companies understand the needs 
of the customer is a "Customer 
Corridor Map" developed by the 
National Golf Foundation. The 
goal of a customer corridor map 
is to help golf courses shift their 
focus on customer needs from an 
inside-out approach to an outside-
in approach. 

One of the touch points 
mapped out in this customer 
corridor map is the sand bottle on 
a golf car, says NGF's Ben Fowler. 
The customer expects it to be full, 
and when a course meets this 
expectation by providing a golf car 
with full sand bottles the course 
won't realize any additional 
reward in terms of customer 
loyalty, it's expected. But if the 
customer reaches for the sand 
bottle and it's empty, customer 
loyalty will likely take a hit 

"A mistake like this can be 
overcome by the customer 
experiencing satisfaction at other 
touch points," Fowler says. "But 
if the customer is left unsatisfied 
at other touch points, that empty 
sand bottle will be just one piece 
of ammunition in the customer's 
rifle when the customer attacks 
the course with negative word 
of mouth to their friends. Failed 
touch points like these, make up 

Source: National Golf Foundation 

the fertile breeding ground of irate 
assassins. When the course provides 
the customer with the ammunition of 
unfulfilled expectations on key touch 

points, assassins will be determined 
to complete their hit by launching 
an all out assault on the course or 
business that failed them." GCI 

Fin ish 
Legend: 

P= Penalty Factor 
R=-Reward Factor 
P/R= Both a Penalty & Reward Factor S t a r t 

The General Manger Calls Me & Makes 
Things Right. In Spite of My Bad Past 
Experience, I Decide That I Will Return. 
Does the Course Stay at the Top of 
My Mind With Good Marketing (P/R) 

If the Course Does Communicate With 
Me, Are They Able to Convert Me From 

Assassin to an Advocate? (R) 

Does The Golf Course Invite 
Me to Join Their Social Media 

Community? (R) 

After My 5 Hour Round 
I'm Mad -1 Started 30 Min 
Late, I Almost Got Hit by 
Lightning & I Didn't Get 
Any Help Loading My 50 
Pound Bag In My Car. 
Does the Course Ever Ask 
For My Feedback About 
How They Are Doing? (R) 

After a Long Day I Want to 
Go Home. Do I Have to 
Carry My 50 Pound Golf 
Bag to My Car? (P/R) 

I Finish My Round -
Does Anyone Offer to 
Clean My Clubs? (P/R) 

I Played So Poorly That I " 
Want a Lesson but I Don't 
Know Who to Ask? Does 
Anyone Offer Lessons 
and Are They Any Good? (P/R) 
Our Group Decides to Try & Wait 

Out the Storm. Is There a Comfortable 
Place to Relax in the Clubhouse (P/R) 

I Almost Got Hit By Lightning 
Now Where's the Shelter (P) 

Lightning Almost Hits Me! 
Where's the Siren? (P) 

I'm at the Turn and am Hungry. 
Is There Food & Is It Good? (P/R) 

Ranger Finally Shows Up. 
What Do They Do? (P) 

There's Three Groups on the 8th Tee 
Where's the Ranger? (P) 

I am Hungry - Where's the Beverage Cart? (P/R) 
I am Thirsty - Is There Drinking Water Around, 

Does it Taste Good & is it Cold? (P) 

I Use the Restroom, Is It Clean? (P) X 
I Reach for the Sand Bottle But It's Empty (P) 

I Contact The Course That's The 
First Choice For Our Group To 
Play at For a Tee Time (P) 

When I Call The Course That's My First 
Choice, I am Notified That the Greens 
Were Aerified 2 Weeks Earlier. I Thank 
The Course for Telling Me And End Up 
Booking a Time at Another Course. (P) 

I Drive to the Course, But I 
Get Lost. The Course Gave 
Me Bad Directions and There's 
No Signage On The Road (P) 

I Arrive Into the Parking Lot What's 
My First Impression? (P/R) 

My Golf Bag Weighs 50 Pounds 
Does Anyone Help Me Unload 
My Car and Get on a Cart (P/R) 

I Walk Into the Golf Shop -
What's My First Impression (P/R) 

I Need to Check In & Pay (P/R) 

I Need to Buy a Hat - How's 
the Quality & Selection? (P/R) 

I Need to Change My Shoes -
How is the Locker Room? (P/R) 

I'm Hungry and Thirsty 
Before I Tee Off 

How's the Restaurant? (P/R) 

What's My First Impression of 
the Golf Car. Is it Clean? (P/R) 

I Warm Up on Driving Range (P/R) 

I Warm Up on the Putting Green 
and Short Game Area (P/R) 

I Check in with the Starter. I'm 
Told We'll Start a Half Hour Late. (P) 

I Stand oh the First Tee - What's 
My First Impression? (P/R) 

I Find the GPS System Hard to Use(P) 

I Evaluate the Quality of the GPS System (P/R) 

I Find the Signs Confusing and 
the Yardage Markers Wrong (P) 

Admire the Scenery & 
Aesthetics (Ongoing) (P/R) 

I Evaluate the Course Design (Ongoing) (P/R) 

I Evaluate the Course Conditions (Ongoing) (P/R) 

Sponsored by 

• - B A S F 
The Chemical Company 



Onetime 
You have enough things to worry about. But with Onetime® herbicide, tank-mixing hassles aren't one of 
them. Onetime combines our new patented formulation of quinclorac, MCPP-P and dicamba, enabling you 
to control more than 70 weeds, including crabgrass, clover and dandelion without tank-mixing. Plus, its 
liquid formulation, which includes the same active ingredient as in Drive® XLR8 herbicide, provides more 
rapid absorption into the plant in both warm- and cool-season turf. Nix the mix, with Onetime. 

betterturf.basf.us I 800-545-9525 
BASF 

The Chemical Company 
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INSIDE THE ROPES 

Tim Moraghan is principal of Aspire Golf Consulting in Long Valley, N.J. 
He can be reached at tmoraghanll@comcast.net or 908-635-2928. 

SETTING UP SEDGEFIELD COUNTRY CLUB 

As he prepares for his third PGA Tour Wyndham Championship, Sedgefield 
Country Club's golf course superintendent Keith Wood is concerned 
after the intense and unpredictable winter weather patterns that have 

impacted the golf course this past season. Keith and his staff are replacing minor 
Bermudagrass loss on several shaded fairways. In addition, as he contemplates a 
game plan for their recovery, he is thinking ahead about how to strengthen his 
bentgrass putting surfaces for the hot, humid Carolina summer. 

QYou a p p e a r t o en joy t h e 
c h a l l e n g e of h o s t i n g t h i s 

t o u r n a m e n t . W h a t p r e p a r e d you for i t? 

AWhile serving as the superinten-
dent at Florence Country Club 

in South Carolina, we prepared for 
five PGA Tour Qualifying Schools. 
Agronomic demands are similar, but 
in Florence our grounds staff totaled 
10 people. The challenge was to pre-
pare and set-up the golf course for all 
aspects of the event, with little input 
from the organizers as compared to 
the Wyndham Championship. There 
were few agronomic and course 
preparation visits so it was up to us 
to accomplish the tasks. And, we did 
not have a huge volunteer supply. Our 
work involved: 

•Maintaining a green speed firm-
ness for advance week, which was 
difficult with a small staff. 

•Coping with the summer weather 
to maintain quality bentgrass surfaces. 

•Determining the morning and 
afternoon agronomic practices from 
mowing to irrigating. 

•Establishing course-wide cutting 
heights and mowing frequencies. 

•Setting up the off-course amenities 
from a construction process. 

The best part of accomplishing all 
this with a small staff was that each 
person was a valuable asset to the plan 
and felt important to the outcome. 

OU p o n ar r iv ing at Sedgef ie ld 
Count ry Club w h a t w e r e t h e 

c h a l l e n g e s you e n c o u n t e r e d ? 

AThe golf course had been recently 
renovated by architect Kris Spen-

ce. While the re-design of our Donald 
Ross course was excellent there was 
extensive clean up and conditioning tô  
be handled, in addition to the pressure 
of hosting a PGA Tour event. 

•We upgraded the overall course 
conditioning after the renovation 
effort. This included the addition of 
drainage within landing zones - vital 
for accommodating the PGA Tour 
players. 

•Because much of the finish work 
was sodded there were seam issues 
within the putting green surrounds. 
We has to smooth numerous areas to 
prevent any rules concerns. There was 
a lot of dry sand topdressing applied. 

• Fairway turfgrass was behind in its 
development so we increased cultural 
practices such as fertility, core cultiva-
tion and routine topdressings. 

•Hot weather bent grass manage-
ment impacted my desire to push the 
limits of speed and firmness. Our first 
season we had favorable weather, the 
second season we did not. Rain, high 
temperatures and humidity impacted 
the putting greens resulting in pythi-
um root dysfunction. We stayed true 
to our plan and t everyone maintained 
a positive attitude. 

OFor 2 0 1 0 w h a t c h a l l e n g e s 
are you a d d r e s s i n g ? 

AAs many here in the Carolinas un-
derstand we have a wide range of 

weather patterns which impact both 
the cool and warm season turfgrasses. 

•For our putting greens to be suc-
cessful in the late summer for the 
membership as well as the event, we 

are building a foliar fertility pro-
gram to boost carbohydrate reserves, 
promote healthy root systems, and 
implementing a light and frequent 
sand topdressing program for firm and 
fast surfaces. 

•We have increased the use of the 
groomer attachments for our green 
mowers to tighten the turf canopy in 
combination with a slight bump in 
height-of-cut. 

•We lost Bermudagrass on east/ 
west running golf holes in areas facing 
north and with the month-long snow 
cover we are sodding early to create a 
tight and firm playing surface. We de-
cided against waiting for the Bermuda 
to grow out. 

•Our Bermuda grass fairways are 
affected by shade and in low lying 
portions of the golf course, where 
moisture and temperatures impact 
spring recovery. 

•Finally, we are trying to synthesize 
and respond to all the outside agro-
nomic input from the PGA Tour staff, 
the Wyndham people and our golf 
course architect, while being cogni-
zant of member playing demands and 
our management firm. 

QAny w o r d s of w i s d o m t h a t 
h a v e a ided your e f f o r t s ? 

A I feel our tournament should 
be a learning experience for all 

involved, especially our assistants 
and interns. We like to involve our 
local association members and their 
assistants, as well. We host a tourna-
ment for the local chapters' assistants 
to provide an educational opportunity 
for assistants to see the course, learn 
more about our property prior to 
their assignments and to gain inside 
knowledge as to how the course will 
be played for the event. 

This educational component allows 
participants to bring information back 
to their home golf courses. GCI 
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We Trust 
Some question whether municipalities 

should be operating golf facilities, 
while others argue that municipal golf is 

a necessary component for the game. 

0overnment-run golf courses lieves it is a prime time for municipal courses 

may be about as popular as to stay in the business. And Woodward is no 
death and taxes among the pri- stranger to municipal operations. He worked 
vate operators who are forced for the city of Mesa, Ariz., for 31 years and 

to compete with them, but they are just as at the famed Torrey Pines in San Diego for 
inevitable. And, in these tough times, they three years. 
may even outperform comparable facilities. "Municipal golf provides an avenue for 
. The question i$/ so what's fair on the people to begin the game, whether they are 

fairways? juniors, ladies or just beginning golfers," 
Some industry insiders, especially owners Woodward says. "We want more golfers to 

of public courses, question whether mu- get into the game, so I would hope munici-
nicipalities should be operating golf facilities palities hang in there and try to operate their 
while struggling with shrinking budgets and golf courses as much like a business as they 
escalating costs. Others, though, argue that can and yet provide affordable, accessible golf 
municipal golf is every bit as viable as its pub- for the vast majority of people who want to 
lie and private counterparts and is a necessary begin the game." 
component for the growth of the game. Ted Horton, CGCS, of Ted Horton Consult-

Municipal golf has been around for a long ing of Canyon Lake, Calif., says municipal 
time, says National Golf Foundation (NGF) courses are probably the only large open 
President and CEO Joe Beditz, and it plays spaces within communities that pay for 
an important role in the overall mix of sup- themselves. 
ply in the United States. Municipal courses "I don't know of any park lands, any football 
fill a need for millions of less-affluent golfers fields, any baseball diamonds that can pay 
who enjoy not only the game, but its afford- their way," says the former vice president of 
ability through a government-owned venue. resource management at Pebble Beach for 
Eliminate that price point afforded at these nine years and the interim general manager 
facilities and those players will cease to play, at Torrey Pines for the year leading up to the 
Beditz says. U.S. Open there in 2005. "Golf can." 

"If you removed that price point and took all Horton adds: "The competitive advantage 
of the munis out of business, do you think the of a municipal course is that they probably 
public courses would lower their fees? No," don't have to pay the same real-estate taxes 
he says. "And that would reduce the demand and the same taxes on their income that a 
for golf. Therefore, overall rounds played and private daily-fee golf course pays. But, clearly, 
consumption in golf would decline." there is a need for it in the golf hierarchy." 

Despite the recent economic downturn and While the argument that municipal opera-
subsequent slow recovery, Mark Woodward, tions have an unfair competitive advantage 
CGCS, CEO of the Golf Course Superinten- resonates with a contingent of people in the 
dents Association of America (GCSAA) be- golf industry, Woodward doesn't see it as a 
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Blaine Pinkerton, 
Regional Sales Manager 

Great things happen when passion and commitment combine with technology and value. 
To learn more about how Nufarm's passion for turf can help you, both agronomically and 
financially, see your distributor or go to www.nufarm.com/us. Nufarm 
Better Choices. Better Business. www.nufarmxom/us 
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"Municipalities running at deficits are looking for 
ways to close that budget gap. And that includes 
the privatization of a lot of different kinds of 
operations, including golf." 

— Mike Hughes, executive director, National Golf Course Owners Association 

BETTER CHOICES 

major issue, adding there's room for everyone, 
municipal and private sectors alike. 

Horton agrees, adding the only competitive 
advantage he sees is that government-run 
courses don't have to pay the same real estate 
and income taxes as their public and private 
daily-fee brethren do. "Clearly, there is a need 
for (municipal facilities) in the golf hierar-
chy," he says. "Somebody has to support the 
relatively inexpensive the golf course that is 
maintained to a lower standard so that people 
can learn the game and develop a love for the 
game and grow to the level of course at which 
he or she is most comfortable." 

T H E E C O N O M I C S O F IT A L L 

"I'm not making any money, but I'm not 
costing the taxpayers anything, either," says 
Dennis Lyon, CGCS, who operates the seven-
course golf division for the city of Aurora, 
Colo. "As long as we don't cost the taxpayers 
anything, there's not a big issue. Once a public 
course starts costing general-fund money, and 
they're subsidizing golf courses and not hiring 
policemen or buying fire engines, then that's 
a big problem." 

In the face of the country's economic mal-
aise, municipal courses are subject to most of 
the same challenges as privately owned facili-
ties. And, as Richard Singer of NGF Consult-
ing in Jupiter, Fla., puts it, "All golf - as in all 
politics - is local." 

According to NGF figures for 2007-2009, 
across America 141.5 18-hole-equivalent 
daily-fee courses were built, compared to 15 
municipal tracks and 79 private clubs. 

During the same period, 305 public, 22 
municipal and another 40 private facilities 
closed. Total for the three-year period: 234.5 
openings and 367 closures. 

The net loss of municipal facilities: seven. 
So whether the debate focuses on buying, 

selling or outsourcing management, it's all go-
ing on with municipal courses, Singer says. 

"Every instance is unique in how it has 
been set up, what kind of market they're serv-
ing, what kind of fees they're charging, what 
amenities they have, what expense situation 

is in place," he says. 
On the positive end for municipal opera-

tions, surveys show a lot of drop-down effect 
on the demand side. "People who used to 
play golf at higher-fee courses are dropping 
down to lower-fee facilities, and that often 
is municipal golf," Singer says. "So, in some 
cases, they're doing a little better on the 
revenue side." 

Also, Beditz points out that the 1960s golf-
construction boom was in public golf - much 
of it government-owned. The reason munici-
pal golf is so affordable is all the courses built 
in the 1960s no longer have debt to pay off. In 
contrast, he says the new courses built with 
the high-end client in mind and to cash in on 
the mythical boom are now facing the same 
difficulties as their daily-fee counterparts. 

Meanwhile, more communities are farming 
out management of their municipal courses. 

The trend, says Mike Hughes, executive 
director of the National Golf Course Owners 
Association (NGCOA), is for cash-strapped 
municipalities to leasing out to private op-
erators. This trend has accelerated since the 
economic downturn. "Municipalities run-
ning at deficits are looking for ways to close 
that budget gap," he says. "And that includes 
the privatization of a lot of different kinds of 
operations, including golf. 

"Nobody's done a quantitative analysis," 
he adds. "But intuitively people know pri-
vate operators are generally more efficient 
and can at least staunch the losses they are 
experiencing." 

The industry is seeing a move toward some 
type of outsourcing, privatization-type ar-
rangements, agrees NGF Consulting's Singer. 
"Obviously the cost structure and future li-
abilities with regard to health care and union 
arrangements and all these things on the ex-
pense side definitely impact municipal golf," 
he says. "A lot are opting toward full-service 
agreements, bringing in a management com-
pany to run the entire operation, either for a 
fee from the municipality to the company or 
the other way around, with a lease where the 
company pays the municipality for the right 
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The only difference 
you'll notice is the price. 
Make your maintenance budget go further 
with disease control solutions from 
Nufarm. We use our worldwide reach and 
expertise to provide top-performing 
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to operate the course. You also see shorter-
term, specific agreements that involve F&B, 
pro shop, that type of thing." 

T h e pendulum swings back and forth, 
S inger says. " T w e n t y years ago that was 
the craze," he says. "Then in the 1990s and 
this last decade it seemed to swing back the 
other way, with municipalities self-operating. 

Now they're swinging back in the opposite 
direction." 

There are positive and negative aspects in 
hiring management companies to run a golf 
facility, Woodward says. For instance, facili-
ties that are run by a management company 
have a "different spin," he says. 

"The city loses some control , " he says. 

"But, all in all, they can structure the agree-
ment so that the city maintains control of the 
fee structure to provide the affordable golf it 
wants for its residents. 

"Plus, a management company can come in 
with resources to fix up the course and make it 
competitive from a conditioning standpoint," 
he adds. "A lot of municipalities shop out the 

PRO/CON 
Government-owned golf provides the playing fields for the masses 

By Dennis Lyon 

Lyon 

The argument against government-owned golf courses is usually 
based on an opinion that golf is an "inappropriate activity" for 
government or that government courses compete "unfairly" 

against private sector daily-fee operators. 
According to recent information from the NGF, there are 15,945 golf 

courses in the U.S. Of these courses, 11,643 (73 percent) are open to 
the public. There are currently 2,458 government-owned 
courses in the U.S. This number represents 15 percent of all 
courses and 21 percent of all public courses. The first 18-
hole municipal golf course in the United States opened in 
1895 in Van Cortland Park, in New York City. Van Courtland 
Golf Course remains in operation today. 

Based on the long history and number of government-
owned courses, this category of golf is woven into the 
fabric of golf in this country and is an important segment 
of the game. Government-owned golf provides the "playing fields for 
the masses." It is also the "point of entry" for a great many players. I 
submit that keeping golf accessible - to as many people as possible - is 
a very good thing? 

Government is motivated to go into the golf business for many 
reasons. The most common reasons are to serve its citizens and provide 
a healthy recreational activity. 

Additional reasons may include promoting a community's image, 
partnering with developers to increase property values, efficiently 
utilizing and preserving open space, generating revenue to support 
other community programs and promoting tourism. The bottom line 
is: Government's primary mission is to improve the quality of life of its 
citizens. I cannot think of a more appropriate vehicle for government in 
supporting this mission than accessible, affordable, quality golf. 

The other argument against government golf is "unfair competition" 

with the private sector. In my opinion, unfair competition occurs only when 
an entity utilizes predatory business practices to intentionally damage 
or drive the competition out of business. I submit when it comes to 
competition between golf courses, regardless of ownership, there are 
no level playing fields. Some government-owned courses do not pay 
property taxes; most privately owned courses do. Some government-

owned courses have to deal with labor unions; most privately 
owned public courses do not. 

In my case, Aurora Golf does not pay property taxes. 
However, a daily-fee course in our market pays $10 per acre 
foot for water. One of my courses pays $960 per acre foot 
for water. Another daily-fee course in our market is owned by 
a homeowner's association (HOA). This course was given to 
the HOA debt free and uses dues to offset operating costs. 

My golf operation is a separate enterprise business and 
receives no financial support from the city. Our operation also has very 
high debt service payments. I am sure many daily-fee course owners 
can cite similar situations where government-owned courses have an 
advantage. I submit these are not examples of "unfair competition." 
They simply reflect the challenges and business environment all golf 
managers operate in every day. As stated previously, "There are no 
level playing fields." 

In summary, government-owned golf is deservedly here to stay and 
every owner or manager operates in his unique business environment. 
The cou rses that wi 11 su rvi ve and prosper, rega rd less of ownersh i p, a re the 
ones with strong management, superior customer service, great course 
conditions and the ability to maximize the value of the golf experience. 

Dennis Lyon, CGCS, is a former president of GCSAA and has managed 
the city of Aurora, Colo., golf program for the past 37 years. 
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"I'm not making any 
money, but I'm not 
costing the taxpayers 
anything, either." 

— Dennis Lyon, C6CS, 
who operates the seven-course 

golf division for Aurora, Colo. 

pro shop and food-and-beverage, but maintain 
control of the maintenance, fee structures and 
policies. That model can work." 

FROM PENNSYLVANIA TO COLORADO 
In some cases, like the Township of East 
Hempfield, Pa., management companies are 
eschewed even while officials seek advice on 
golf course operations. 

In 1989, East Hempfield bought a previously 
private facility for the open space and to protect 
a major underground aquifer. Four Seasons 
Golf Course hosted 45,000 rounds a year in its 
heyday, but that figure has declined to 35,000, 
says Head Golf Professional Craig Hall. 

"I don't have a sound reason for it, but the 
board of supervisors opposes hiring a manage-
ment company," says Town Manager Bob Krim-
mel. The debt service of $600,000 a year should 
be paid off in 2011, but he says the course isn't 
earning enough to pay that service. 

"We're bringing in a consultant to help us 
look under some rocks, see what we can do 
better, what our player niche is, who they are 
and what we can do to encourage more of it," 
Krimmel says. 

Meanwhile, Gypsum, Colo., a town of 6,200 
bought Cotton Ranch Golf Course last Decem-
ber, not for the open space or even to provide 
municipal golf in particular. Gypsum bought 
the $7.5-million, Pete Dye-designed track for 
a mere $2.5 million to protect home values. 
According to Town Manager Jeff Shroll, the 
bank that owned the property did not intend 
to reopen the course. 

"From our perspective, if that course failed, 
housing would plummet and our overall tax 
base with it," he says. "Plus, we could put it in 
our quiver of recreational opportunities." 

The public, Shroll says, has shown over-
whelming support. "They're not happy with the 
feds over their ridiculous bailouts, so we were 
nervous," he says. "But this has no comparison 
with what the federal government is doing. 
Most people are smart enough to know it was a 
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good move, protecting the town tax base and 
their neighbors." 

Helping calm any storm is the $ 4 9 fees, 
which includes a golf cart. "All other places 
around here are $ 3 0 to $150 higher than us," 
Shroll says. "We think our model will attract 
a lot of people." 

Municipal courses maybe doing better, but 

Singer says you have to look at it from the rev-
enue and the expense sides. "On the revenue 
side, yes, some of them are doing better, al-
though not all," he says. "On the expense side, 
particularly with the self-operating munis, it 
is much more difficult for them to cut costs 
than the private sector. So the net may not be 
any better for the public sector." 

So how are municipal courses' f inances 
comparing to their daily-fee compatriots? "I've 
heard of golf courses that have gone under and 
been turned into condos , " says Wooward, 
" b u t n o t any m u n i c i p a l s t r u c t u r e . " GCI 

Mark Leslie is a freelance writer based in 
Monmouth, Maine. 

CON 
A cautionary tale 

B y C h a r l i e B i r n e y 

Birney 

A s those who know me can surely attest, I've always felt 
passionately about this topic and about why I believe 
municipalities should stay out of the golf course business. 

From my experience, those who oppose the growth of government-
supported golf, or worse, voice their opinions on this 
subject, are dismissed by many both inside and outside of 
our industry as not supporting the growth of the game. 

This couldn't be further from the truth. 
Now, I could easily launch into an extended treatise on 

the perils associated with supporting government golf. But 
I fear that for many of you reading this it's a tired argument 
that may do more to encourage you to turn the page than 
to consider the ramifications I, and many other pretty smart 
people in this great profession, believe government-supported golf will 
have on the long-term sustainability of our industry. 

At its base level the argument against is a very simple one: Don't 
support the growth of government in the golf business because ultimately 
everyone loses. Why? Well, I believe the support of this argument needs 
to have more legs to it than the same old "small business owner opposes 
government competition in the private sector" story. It hasn't worked and 
only turns people off to the big-picture issues. 

Ultimately, this is the classic "Death of a Thousand Cuts" and it's a 
battle that will only be won if we are all understand that our businesses 
are truly at stake. We need to look our elected officials in the eye, 
especially those in county government, and tell them this is a failing 
business model. 

Yes, it's easier said than done. So humor me for a moment and 
consider this cautionary tale. 

Our company, along with 16 other state groups and associations, 
opposed the growth of government golf in Maryland by the Maryland 
Economic Development Corp. (MEDCO), a quasi-governmental institution 

which exists to promote economic growth. At the time they had four 
major golf projects underway - resorts, a conference center and, of 
course, a 36-hole course which supported someone else's housing 
development. 

It just didn't seem to make sense. 
The case was simple: MEDCO was supposed to do stuff in 

the state's economically depressed areas. More importantly, 
these were to be development projects that the private 
sector did not want to do themselves. Well, MEDCO was not 
operating in an economically depressed area of the state for 
this golf project. And the private sector had tried to build the 
project, but MEDCO beat them on financing. I actually had 
testimony from two individuals who couldn't get zero-interest 

bond financing like MEDCO. 

MEDCO forged ahead and we accused them of acting outside the 
limits of their founding charter. So in response to our claim they passed 
legislation to take away any limits whatsoever. Now MEDCO can open a 
shoe store in downtown Baltimore if they so choose. 

We appealed everything we could, but the golf course got built and 
every day it eats away at our corporate-outing business. In a nutshell, 
here is the moral to my little story: The golf course was managed poorly 
and the county had to buy back a $17-million bond package. 

I wish I could say there was a happy ending in this story, but you won't 
find one because this isn't a fairy tale. It's reality, and in my opinion, it's 
typical of what happens when government intervenes in the golf industry, 
and why municipalities have no place running local golf courses. 

To borrow from the Kingston Trio and Charlie on the MTA - "Citizens 
- This could happen to you!" 

Charlie Birney is the former president of the National Golf Course Owners 
Association and managing director of The Brick Companies. 
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DESIGN CONCEPTS 

J e f f r e y D. B r a u e r is a licensed golf course architect and 
president of GolfScapes, a golf course design firm in Arlington, 
Texas. Brauer, a past president of the American Society of Golf 
Course Architects, can be reached atjeff@jeffreydbrauer.com. 

WHY IS PAR USUALLY ?2? 

Iam back with another one of those interesting 
discussions I had on the floor of the Golf Indus-
try Show in San Diego. I was asked, "Why is par 

72 standard?" My answer? "No one really knows." 
But I know that most developers demand par-72 

courses, and most golfers think something other 
than par 72, with four par 3s and par 5s, and dis-
tance balanced between nines, is somehow inferior. 

As a golf course architect, I would expect most 
sites to yield better courses with other pars, or un-
balanced nines. I tend to judge courses after I play 
them, but average (and perhaps cash strapped) golf-

ers actively judge 
a course as worth 
their cash before 
their round, and 
7,000 yards (even 
if the back tees are 
just a rumor to 97 
percent of golfers) 
and par 72 are still 
all too important 
"factoids" to them. 

Succumbing to 
pressure, most golf 
course architects 
design to par 72 
to avoid inevitable 
criticism. Industry 
consultant John 

Wait of Sirius Golf Advisors believes that in this day 
of Internet marketing, when potential customers 
get their first impression of your course from the 
yardage and photos on your website, par and yard-
age figures that meet golfers' expectations is even 
more of a marketing must, so there may be some 
powerful trends in place to keep par 72 the unof-
ficial standard. 

It wasn't always so standard. Pre-1900 courses 
were likely to sport pars from 69 to 73. I've never 
known exactly why "consensus" declared par 72 
best, although it's not hard to speculate. As the 
business of golf matured, pros liked balanced nines 
to allow nine-hole rounds, tournaments and starts 

off 1 and 10 tees to give golfers similar experiences. 
The par 4 is probably the best expression of golf 

strategy and should be the predominant hole type. 
The tee shot determines the chance of success on 
the approach shot, depending on whether it is in 
rough, hazard or fairway, and even if it's on the 
"better" side of the fairway. The approach shot 
determines if your score will be birdie, par, or 
bogey. If early golf courses were built on featureless 
ground, or with better earthmoving technology, 
golf courses might have featured all par-4 holes. 
But, whether to fit the land, or create variety, par-3 
and par-5 holes were built and became accepted as 
part of the mix. 

But, as golf evolves, there may be strong reasons 
to change the traditional mix and reduce par. First, 
most par-5 holes have second shots that are inher-
ently less interesting, without the option to reach 
the green in two shots. How many times should 
we offer a great chance to beat par? Once per nine 
seems enough. 

The USGA and many older courses have actually 
been solidifying this concept for years, with many 
fine older courses currently playing to par 70 or 71 
as a result of converting their shorter par-5 holes 
to par-4s. With golf shots getting longer, we can 
easily restore or protect the value of par with a little 
"scorecard magic" by dropping two strokes with 
the magic of the pen. The par-5 holes that remain 
should be shorter, rather than longer so that most 
are reachable in two. 

Other new conditions suggest reducing par, too. 
As construction costs rise, and regulatory limits on 
turf acreage and water usage increase, the pressure 
to build on less land rises, too. The simplest way to 
reduce acres and budgets is to eliminate a few par-5 
holes, and maybe add in another par-3 hole as well 
for par of 70 or 69. 

I have a hunch that when new course construc-
tion picks up again, many golf course architects 
will be proposing par-70 courses for just these 
reasons. Someone should start the drumbeat for 
reduced par as golf moves forward. Whoops, some-
one just did. GCI 

Pre-1900 courses 
were likely to 
sport pars from 69 to 73. I've 
never known 
exactly why 
"consensus" 
declared par 72 
best, although 
it's not hard to 
speculate. 
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Red Rock Country Club is a good 
case study of how a variety of 
methods to manage bicarbonates 
were combined with great success. 
The three courses at Red Rock are 
now irrigated with buffered water 
and treated biweekly with a direct 
application of synthetic acid. The 
courses have reversed their negative 
trend and are now responding to the 
management decisions as a typical 
course would in the Midwest. 

By David McPherson 

Battling bicarbonates 
Superintendents have a number of weapons at their disposal 

to keep calcium viable in the soil. 
B icarbonate levels are often overlooked in 

irrigation water analysis. You don't need a 
Ph.D. in pH levels to manage bicarbonates, but 
understanding a little about water chemistry 
helps. The most important thing when dealing 
with water issues is that the soil takes on the 
characteristics of the water. So, analyze your 
water first, then look at your soil. 

Bicarbonates are toxic to the roots and reduce 
the shoot growth of the turf. High bicarbonates 
can also affect the effectiveness of fungicides and 
particularly insecticides you spray because the 
half-life of the product is often reduced by high 
pH levels. Bicarbonates also reduce the uptake 
of phosphorous and many other micronutrients 
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that grasses need. Bicarbonates react with 
calcium to form calcium carbonate. Every 
time bicarbonate hits calcium and magnesium 
it keeps it in a carbonate form. In a carbon-
ate form, it's hard for calcium to work into 
the soil. 

"Calcium is an important building block in 
the plant just like it is in our body," explains 
George Frye, president of TransGolf Inc. 
"When we break a bone in our body, it's slow 
to repair. If a plant doesn't have the right 
amount of calcium, every time we mow or 
damage that plant, it has trouble replenishing 
that calcium." 

Frye was the superintendent at Kiawah 
Golf and Country Club in South Carolina for 
15 years. While there, he dealt with what he 
considers the "worst water in the world." 

"I didn't know anything about water until I 
started dealing with it," he says. "I had bicar-
bonates of 1,100 ppm and a Sodium Absorp-
tion Ratio of more than 90. Everything got 
locked up because of the high bicarbonates. 
It was a long learning process." 

Frye subscribes to the philosophy that for 
every cause there is an effect. Every situation 
is different and there is no single solution. 

"You really need to have your soil and water 
tested to make an informed decision," he says. 
"Look at your circumstances and design your 
program based on what your infrastructure is. 

Right. Before using Burst Turf at 
Tonto*Verde Golf Club, Scottsdale, 
Ariz., the soils were tight and hard to 
penetrate. Bottom: After starting the 
program in June 2008, superintendent 
Robert Davis reported better moisture 
penetration, allowing him to water deeply 
and Infrequently. Soil sampling and 
aerification became easier, too. The 
photo was taken during overseeding, 
thus the brown turf conditions. 

"Look at your circumstances and design your 
program based on what your infrastructure is, 
You can't answer the bicarbonates issue in 
one sentence" — George Frye, TransGolf Inc. 

You can't answer the bicarbonates issue in one 
sentence. There are so many other variables -
if you have tunnel vision, while addressing it, 
you could cause other problems." 

Mike Huck, owner of Irrigation & Turfgrass 
Services, and a former superintendent, feels 
greenkeepers sometimes spend too much 
time worrying about bicarbonates. 

"Everyone thinks when they have bicarbon-
ates, you've got to remove them and that's not 
always necessarily the case," he says. "The 
question becomes whether your particular 
problem is significant enough that you want 
or need to inject your water with an acid or 
something, or do you want to take a different 
approach with your fertility programs. It re-
ally is a balancing act. Ask first whether the 
quantity of bicarbonate you are dealing with 

can be addressed on a small scale with an 
acidifier fertilizer application." 

Red Rock Country Club is a good case study 
of how a variety of methods to manage bicar-
bonates were combined with great success. 
Steve Swanson, the director of grounds and 
golf course maintenance at this trio of courses 
in Las Vegas, recalls the day his problems with 
bicarbonates began. It was at the same time 
he switched from potable water to effluent. 
"From the minute the effluent water began 
to flow, our turf conditions began to slide 
south," he says. 

Swanson's initial solution - using a sulfur 
burner to acidify the soil - is a method famil-
iar to many superintendents. This particular 
acidification method worked well on potable 
water, he says, but it proved inadequate to 

treat effluent, especially during the summer 
months when irrigation cycles increased. "We 
needed a system that could effectively treat 
our water no matter the time of year or the 
amount of water being consumed," he says. 

By 2008, Swanson's bicarbonate problems 
reached a boiling point. Turf loss was prolific 
and rampant and large areas on the three 
courses were void of grass and crusted over 
with either a calcium or sodium bicarbon-
ate layer. It took him six months of intense 
investigation and testing before determining 
a two-pronged plan. First, he attacked the 
water at the point of delivery. Second, he ad-
dressed the problem in the field with direct 
applications. 

"Our first, and most significant decision, 
was the installation of a sulfuric acid injection 
system," Swanson says. 
"After doing countless 
titration tests with our 
Brookside Laboratories 
consultant, Corey Angelo, 
we found sulfuric acid was 
by far the most effective 
means to attack our alka- Swanson 
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linity and bicarbonate problem." 
Swanson says this decision did not come 

easy since sulfuric acid is very corrosive and 
dangerous. But, after weighing the options, 
they settled on the Werecon acid injection 
system for all three courses, which proved to 
be very safe. "Its effectiveness is astonishing," 
Swanson says. "The system is essentially a 

self-monitoring system that adjusts on the 
fly without human contact. The rate of acid 
injection is not based on flow, but rather on 
pH by continuously monitoring pH sensors 
installed downstream to determine sulfuric 
acid injection needs. 

"This option was very important as our 
water quality varies hour-to-hour and season-

Troubleshooting 
bicarbonate levels 

There are a number of ways a 

superintendent can address the 
bicarbonate levels at their facility. Mike 
Huck, owner of Irrigation & Turfgrass 
Services, offers some of the methods to 
manage bicarbonates. 

An acid injection of sulphuric acid. You 
usually have a company that comes in and 
services it, so the greens crew doesn't 
touch the product other than adjusting the 
microprocessor on the injection equipment 
to fine-tune the pH output. 

Urea sulphuric acid. This is sold 
under the trade name n-PHURIC acid. 
One example is pHirst from Your Growing 
Solutions (www.yourgrowingsolutions.com). 
President Warren Shafer says his company 
designs and builds the injection systems. 
"We install and build a storage tank, so 
whenever the superintendent gets low, we 
go back out and fill their storage tank; the 
superintendent doesn't even need to touch 
the product." 

Soil sulphur applications. An old 
standby, says Huck, but you need to get 
the right amount down at a safe rate that 
won't burn the turf. Typically, between 50 
and 200 pounds per acre. This needs to 
be timed properly and put down in the 
right season. It's typically applied during 
the fall or spring because it converts into 
raw sulfuric acid in the soil. As soils warm, 
it slowly converts. If you put it down in 
the middle of July and August when soils 
are warm, it can convert too fast and can 
cause burning of the turf. 

Acidifying fertilizers. "If you only 
have a small amount accumulating 
over the year, you can attack them with 
acidifying fertilizer and convert them to 
calcium carbonate, sodium carbonate or 
magnesium carbonate," says Huck. 

Synthetic acids. While Huck says these 
newer products may be the greatest thing 
since sliced bread, the companies do 
not label what are in them, so you have 
no idea what the chemistry is in these 
products. "Their rates for application on 
the label make no sense because they 
are not based on anything other than 
the acreages," he says. "With any acid 
products you are going to inject in water, 
the only proper way to determine your rate 
is through a laboratory titration." 
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to-season," Swanson adds. "This ability to 
self-monitor based on pH instead of flow 
rates significantly reduces potential corro-
sion problems that could develop from the 
over application of sulfuric acid into your 
irrigation system." 

Swanson says they now consistently and 
accurately apply sulfuric acid treated water 

on their courses at a consistent pH reading of 
6.0 to 6.5, which is a big improvement over 
the 8.0 to 9.0 pH untreated water that was 
previously used. 

The second approach Swanson applied was 
the use of a synthetic acid, settling on applying 
and spraying applications of Aquatrols Burst 
Turf wall-to-wall biweekly. Burst is strictly 

The Werecon computerized pumping system 
Red Rock installed. This system utilizes a 
vacuum technology to eliminate the delivery 
of sulfuric acid at high pressures into the 
irrigation system. 

a pH adjuster; it drops the bicarbonates. In 
that process it is neutralized like a normal 
acid. After it does its work, there is no longer 
any acid left. "This was a daunting and labor 
intensive task considering the economy was 
at the start of a severe contraction and labor 
resources were being scrutinized in all depart-
ments," Swanson says. 

To overcome this economic labor "hiccup" 
Swanson completely changed their fertiliza-
tion program - abandoning the traditional 
granular programs and fertilizing the entire 
course biweekly via a sprayer. "Taking this 
approach has increased our labor needs, yet 
those expenses have been offset through 
reduced fertility costs," he says. "Expensive 
poly- and sulfur-coated granular fertilizers 
have since been replaced by inexpensive raw 
materials such as ammonium nitrate, potas-
sium nitrate and ferrous sulfate." 

With all the changes in place, the three 
courses at Red Rock Country Club are now 
irrigated with buffered water (bicarbonates 
in check) and treated biweekly with a direct 
application of synthetic acid. "These are by 
far the best changes I have ever implemented 
on a course," Swanson says. "The return on in-
vestment has been amazing. The courses have 
reversed their negative trend and are now 
responding to our management decisions as a 
typical course would in the Midwest." GCI 

David McPherson is a freelance writer based 
in Toronto. 
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IRRIGATION ISSUES 
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SPRING TUNE-UP 

Without question, spring golf has to be one 
of the favorite seasons - especially for the 
northern market coming out of this year's 

brutal winter. Golf clubs are filling up like anthills 
- diehards are joined by recreationalists at these 
collection points for the masochistic masses. 

For golf courses, springtime first impressions can 
set the tone for summer traffic. For many turf man-
agers, this is the time to invigorate your turf, while 
preparing for summer's challenging conditions. And 
irrigation plays a critical role in both early spring 
turf establishment and peak-heat season resilience. 

Under summer's searing stress, an irrigation 
system needs to be operating at maximum perfor-
mance. Better to have crews jump on the tune-up 
process now with a thorough inspection of the irri-
gation system operating under "normal" conditions. 
This will help to ensure good performance through-
out the potentially stressful growing season. 

All over the country, superintendents and ir-
rigation technicians (who are worth their weight 
in gold, by the way) have made their initial spring 
system start-up and evaluations, with programmed 
irrigation schedules to get turf growing. Now's defi-
nitely the time to revisit each zone/sprinkler more 
intensively, look at system performance in greater 
detail and correct wayward irrigation operations. 
Any indication of turf stress this early in the season 
should be noted - especially around tee boxes and 
aprons where hot spots tend to surface. 

The sprinkler is the most important part of any 
irrigation system. It flexes the hydraulic muscles. 
So let's start at the heads - they're the most visible 
and vulnerable part of the system. It's important 
that conditions for good sprinkler performance are 
in place, including the right heads with matched 
precipitation nozzles as specified in the original de-
sign - not replacement heads that don't match (you 
know, the one that gets slapped on a zone in the 
heat of the battle or after an aerification incident). 

A good, inquisitive irrigation technician also 
should be checking for proper pressure at the 
nozzle; worn or mismatched nozzles; and proper, 
even head spacing and alignment. With spring rains 
and emerging growth, the slightest turf discolor-
ation today will only turn ugly later. 

Frontline crews should be out activating sprinkler 
zones and checking the operation of specific compo-
nents. Pressure at the nozzle is essential to sprinkler 

performance, and too often ignored. Arm your 
crews with manufacturer's specifications for the ap-
propriate sprinkler operating pressure range and a 
pilot tube (your handy diagnostic tool) with a pres-
sure gauge. Then, under full station flow, have them 
gauge and record pressure at each nozzle, while 
looking for worn or damaged parts. This proactive 
step will save you from scratching your head while 
looking at dry spots 10 feet from a sprinkler during 
the summer months. 

If pressure is either excessive or inadequate, have 
the necessary cfianges made to bring each head back 
to spec - like moving or removing heads from over-
burdened zones, or installing pressure regulation at 
the valve. Pressure regulators can restore hydraulic 

Under summers searing 
stress, 

needs to be operating at 
maximum performance. 

balance and are pretty simple and relatively non-
invasive to install. Easy procedures that improve the 
performance of individual sprinklers and the overall 
system are our best opportunities. 

Activated sprinklers also should be observed for 
rotation time - closely matching one another -
because crews have already ensured that each head 
on a zone is of the same make and model. Crews 
also should be paying attention to any mushy turf 
around sprinklers for weeping valves or low-head 
drainage. 

Furthermore, they might as well make sure 
each head is flush and perpendicular to grade, as 
the slightest disruption from hitting the turf will 
destroy the best of patterns. Heaved heads invite 
damage and can require springtime arc adjustment. 
All of these sprinkler tweaks actively drive accurate 
precipitation rates - and that's what it's all about! 

By the end of May, staff should have inspected, 
detected and corrected sprinkler performance for 
great springtime conditions and the upcoming sum-
mer stress. 

Use your crews and get your heads in the game, 
then plan any major upgrades from there. GCI 
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By John Torsiello 

Dialing in 
details 

A growing number of superintendents are 
turning to more detailed analyses to better 
manage their fairways and greens. 

CT olf course superintendents can be a rather traditional 

J group of professionals. 
What has worked in the past will work now and in 

the future, some will tell you. That philosophy applies to 
soil testing. There are plenty of supers who like to keep 
it simple, thank you. Just ask Lance Johnson, CGCS, The 
Heritage at Westmoor Golf Club and Legacy Ridge Golf 
Club in Westminster, Colo. 

"We use a very basic test for our soil analysis. It does 
include base saturation but we have had that included for 
years. Our budget doesn't allow us to get too fancy with 
our testing," he says. 

Johnson certainly isn't alone. Many superintendents 
feel quite comfortable with some rather basic informa-
tion, such as pH levels, to determine if their aerification 
processes are effective, as well as what type and how 
much fertilizer and other chemicals they should apply 
to their turf. 

But a growing number of superintendents are turn-
ing to more detailed testing and analysis, viewing more 
expansive testing as a way to fine tune their turf manage-
ment programs and insure complete and long-lasting 
health of fairways and greens. 

pH is only a small piece of the puzzle, says Joel Sim-
mons, president of Earthworks, Martins Creek, Pa. "When 
we built a business selling organic fertilizer we realized we 
needed to understand a client's soil better," he says. "If we 
got the soils right our products worked better." 



Soil tests are done to 
improve turf health and 
disease resistance. 

Simmons and other soil experts believe 
that quality and in-depth soil tests should 
show how much nutrients the soil can hold. A 
beneficial test should also list the basic anions 
(negatively charged elements) and cations 
(positive charged elements), and should show 
the desired levels of calcium, magnesium and 
potassium, three vitally important nutrients 
that make up around 85 percent of the soil 
base saturation. It is also helpful if sodium, 
trace elements and hydrogen levels can be 
listed in a report to develop a more compre-
hensive picture of the soil. 

Soil fertility tests are done to improve turf 
health and disease resistance; irrigation water 
uptake tests are used to determine how water 
impedes plant nutrition uptake; tissue tests 
are a tool to follow nutrition from the soil to 
the plant; and soil paste tests measure and 
compare water nutrient solutions between 
soil and plant. 

Tissue testing can reveal interesting aspects 
of the soil profile, such as the somewhat dis-
turbing fact that even when the soil chemistry 
seems in balance, the movement of nutrients 
may not be adequate enough to give the plant 
what it needs for proper growth. 

Also, when a complete understanding of 
the soil is reached, it then becomes possible 
for superintendents to treat their turf, in 
effect "open it up," and allow air and water 
to pass through the soil profile. This will 
improve drainage, will create a sort of "check 
and balances" for pathogens, will mobilize 
nutrients, improve recovery and reduce 
fertility inputs. 

Brian Smith, president of Arizona Sports 
Turf in Scottsdale, Ariz., believes superinten-
dents are getting the message. 

"It takes a while to change habits, but 
supers are seeing the value of more detailed 
soil testing and analysis," he says. "The 
superintendent will have the information 
to reach solutions to turf stress and not just 
apply Band-Aids over and over again on the 
problem. Some of the issues we find from 

more detailed soil testing are way more seri-
ous than what would be indicated by base 
saturation testing." 

Detailed information can be used by 
superintendents to "pick the right nutrient 
options," says Smith, which is "critical" to 
building an effective and sustainable program 
for turf 

Says Simmons, whose firm conducts some 
15,000 soil tests a year, "We look at pH, yes, 
but we also look at the bigger picture - cal-
cium, potassium and nitrogen levels - and 
gather knowledge on what the soil is doing 
both organically and chemically. The super-
intendent can look at a bigger picture and 
make choices that allow for a more fine-tuned 
management approach." 

He likes to say, "It's like we are putting a 
100-watt light bulb on a painting where there 
was only a 20-watt bulb before." 

More and more superintendents are see-
ing the light. 

"I'm not sure I would call them more so-
phisticated testing methods, I call them more 
thorough and complete," says Eric Snelsire, 
director of grounds at Glen Riddle Golf Club 
in Berlin, Md. He uses Analync testing offered 
through Floratine Products and Harris Labs 
because these tests show exchangeable and 
extractable nutrients. 

"Therefore, it is showing us what is in 
the soil and how available those nutrients 
are to the turf plants. The Analync testing 
provides a complete picture of what is hap-
pening under the turf. In addition, the result 
recommendations are based on an extensive 
database of all their past turf samples, which 
take into account our region, soil, water and 

"There is a little more expense 
involved but our fairways and 
greens are worth it." —Rob 
Davis, Tonto Verde Golf Club 



Testing soil provides a benchmark 
for how to start and end the year. 

environmental conditions. We can truly look 
at the impact of the soil on all facets of plant 
growth, health and sustainability." 

Brendon Byrne, superintendent at Llan-
arch Country Club in Philadelphia, has been 
using saturated paste extract tests from Soil 
First Consulting in conjunction with soil tests 
that measure "everything from base satura-
tion to trace elements." 

He says, "I use the saturated paste analysis 
because it gives me a true picture of what 

nutrient levels are soluble at that specific 
moment in the season. It is an advantage 
to have such a targeted and tangible set of 
information to review." 

Time used in testing soil is time well spent, 
says Paul Dotti, superintendent at Areola 
Country Club in Paramus, N.J. He tests for 
pH and nutrient deficiencies twice a year, in 
the spring and again in the fall, to provide a 
"benchmark for how to start and end the year" 
and to allow him to plan for the following sea-
son if there is a need to apply lime or gypsum 
during the winter months. He also conducts 
tissue testing throughout the summer months 
to monitor what nutrients the plant is taking 
up. This allows him to make adjustments to 
fertility programs "on the fly." Tissue testing is 
critical in "optimizing turf health and justify-
ing fertilizer applications," he says. 

Dotti adds, "We use Norm Hummel and 
ISTRC. Hummel is excellent in assessing soil 
profiles and topdressing compatibility. If you 
consider a change in topdressing material, a 
sample of your green profile and topdressing 
should be sent for analysis. ISTRC does an 

inch-by-inch analysis of the soil profile with 
4-inch or 8-inch plugs, and they will make 
recommendations as far as organic matter 
content, infiltration rates, bulk density and air 
and water porosity. They also assess growing 
environments, as well as determine why a 
green may or may not be thriving." 

Ron Gribble, superintendent at Red Hawk 
Golf Club in Reno, Nev., utilizes a bevy of 
tests, including standard soil tests, paste 
extract testing, tissue sampling and irrigation 
water testing. 

"We have based our entire fertility, soil 
remediation and integrated pest management 
programs on this testing," Gribble says. "We 
have custom designed our annual programs 
using testing done every September, and 
our programs change from year to year 
based upon data collected. With help from 
our chemical and fertilizer partners, Redox 
Chemicals and Arizona Sports Turf, we pri-
oritize deficiencies." 

Detailed soil testing has proved invaluable 
to the courses Billy Casper Golf manages, says 
Dan Evers, Mid-Atlantic director of agrono-
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my. "Our partnerships with John Deere Golf 
and CLC Labs have been extremely valuable," 
he says. "BCG superintendents have been able 
to reduce fertility inputs, while increasing turf 
density, quality and course aesthetics. It has 
helped us reduce money spent on fertilizer 
line items in our budgets." 

Each BCG superintendent works closely 
with Dr. Chuck Darrah, owner of CLC Labs, 
who walks them through the soil tests. "Dr. 
Darrah explains the results and what impact 
the results have or will have on the turf," 
Evers says. "He then makes recommenda-
tions and helps the superintendents set up a 
fertility plan." 

This "no nonsense" approach is key to 
ensuring that each BCG superintendent is 
being fiscally and environmentally respon-
sible. "Dr. Darrah also helps the BCG staff 
navigate through the murky waters of the fad 
or snake oil products that are rampant in our 
industry," he says. 

Rob Davis, superintendent at Tonto Verde 
Golf Club in Rio Verde, Ariz., also says de-
tailed testing helps him "fine-tune" his turf 

management. "There is a little more expense 
involved but our fairways and greens are 
worth it," he says. "The tests show us a variety 
of things, such as whether we should increase 
our aeration program or cut back, or if we 
should do light topdressing or be heavier with 
it. The better the turf is balanced the better 
it will behave." 

Byrne interprets information in two ways. 
"First, I use experience as a golf course super-
intendent and my education in agronomy to 
determine a plan," he says. "Second, I read 
Soil First's summation and analysis of the 
test results." 

Armed with such detailed information, 
Byrne has a guide for what type and what 
amount of fertilizers he needs to apply. In the 
case of sodium test results, it will determine 
if he needs to use gypsum. 

Testing gives Snelsire the actual amount 
of calcium, magnesium and potassium bulk 
amendment recommendations for a three- to 
six-month period depending on soil types. 
"We also use some of the information to 
implement or determine the need to flush 

the profile when amounts become excessive 
with any one nutrient, such as nitrogen or 
sodium," he says. "The testing has helped us 
reduce inputs or make strategic applications 
during certain times of the year to optimize 
plant health and provide greater growing 
environments for our turf." 

Matt Fauerbach, Billy Casper Golf s direc-
tor of agronomy for the firm's Northeast 
Region, says the company's superintendents 
view soil tests as baselines for their agronomic 
plans. "We are working with some courses on 
grid sampling," he adds. "This will provide 
a more accurate map of data across an area 
and is a more environmentally responsible 
approach that will ultimately prove to be more 
fiscally responsible as well." 

"Although our testing budget has increased 
over the last few years, our chemical and 
fertilizer expenses have come down," Gribble 
says. "We are applying products exactly when 
and where we need them." GCI 

John Torsiello is a freelance writer based in 
Torrington, Conn. 
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THE MONROE DOCTRINE 

M o n r o e M i l l e r is a retired golf course superintendent. 
He spent 36 years as superintendent at Blackhawk Country Club 
in Madison, Wis. Miller can be reached at groots@charter.net. 

REMEMBER WHAT WALTER SAID 

Golf course work moves at a notoriously 
fast pace, faster than I realized when I was 
immersed in it as a superintendent. This 

spring I'm making that observation from my perch 
as a volunteer walking greensmower and a totally 
relaxed fairway cutter at the club that employed me 
for nearly 40 years. 

A fast, almost frantic pace doesn't mean it's 
disorganized; quite the opposite. If the crew I am 
an occasional member of wasn't highly organized 
and carefully managed, the workload required for 
topnotch playing conditions wouldn't get done. 
But I see now that despite being a keen observer 
of nature, I missed a lot simply because I was so 
busy. The advent of portable radios, cell phones 
and affordable golf course vehicles cramped quiet, 
personal times even more. Any superintendent's 
time is severely challenged. To some extent, I 
tried to compensate by getting to the golf course 
at a ridiculous hour each morning, usually in the 
dark. And often times that worked; it gave me the 
chance to see a huge yellow moon sitting low over 
our sixth green, so low it seemed I could jump up 
and touch it. The sunrise was mine to enjoy, and 
dew on the golf course was unmarked by golfers 
or golf course equipment, sparkling like acres of 
diamonds. But too often this plan was sidetracked 
by the consummate drive to squeeze a little more 
efficiency from a day - helping get mowers ready, 
shutting down irrigation, fueling equipment and a 
dozen other tasks. 

Nowadays, I can more easily assume nature's 
pace - slow and steady yet unrelenting, day after 
day. After a Wisconsin winter of 100 days of snow 
cover, this spring and my newly acquired privilege 
of moving slowly and watching what's going on 
around me on the course has been a pleasure. It's 
like I can follow, at last, Walter Hagen's advice from 
over 30 years ago: "Don't hurry, don't worry. You're 
only here for a short visit. Be sure to stop and smell 
the flowers." 

We experience seasons because the earth's axis of 
rotation is tilted at an approximate angle of 23 de-
grees, 27 feet, 8 inches (it varies a little each year) 
from the vertical plane of its orbit. So it you are at 
the equator, the angle of tilt doesn't have much ef-
fect. But at the north and south poles the full effect 

of this angle results in seasons of nearly full light 
and seasons that are mostly dark. Here in Wiscon-
sin we are literally right in the middle and can fully 
enjoy four distinct seasons. And now it's spring! 

In our town the March weather swings wildly -
golf courses are actually open some years, and in 
others we may get 20 to 30 inches of snow. Years 
ago, when I was a college student, I did a phono-
logical study of blooming dates of woody ornamen-
tals, and such a project begins in March and doesn't 
end until June.' I've always wanted to do that again, 

Golf course work moves 
at a notoriously fast pace, 

faster than I realized when 
I was immersed in it as a 

superintendent. 

and now I can. I would also like to note when the 
various bird species return here, which also begins 
in March, and now I can. I'd like to record when 
the ice leaves the five Madison lakes and the small 
pond on our course. 

Spring is more earnest in April and really starts 
to assert itself. You can hear the spring peepers, see 
the turtles emerging from the water to sun them-
selves, watch the spring bulbs mature and count 
the wildflowers on the course, IF you take the time. 
Or if you have the time, which many superinten-
dents don't. 

When May arrives, it almost isn't possible to keep 
up with all of Nature's activity. The work required 
on the course "interferes!" If that describes you, 
fret not. Your time will come, like mine has. I can 
finally follow the simple advice of poet W.H. Da-
vies, lines I wrote down many years ago: 

"What is this life if, full of care, 
We have not time to stand and stare?" 
So if you see some older guy mowing greens with 

a pair of binocs and a loupe around his neck and a 
notebook on the seat of his course vehicle, it could 
be a retired superintendent finally taking Walter's 
advice. GCI 

mailto:groots@charter.net
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Besides enhancing 
a course's unique 
character, ornamental 
grasses reduce 
water, fertilizer and 
pesticide demands. 

It's turf you want 
to run 

wild. 

by Nancy Sadlon 

The flowers and subsequent 
seed heads of ornamental 
grasses are diverse, 
ranging from understated to 
truly spectacular. From far 
left: Pennisetum orientate; 
Erianthus ravennae; 
Pennisetum orientate. 
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superintendent's duties range beyond managing a golf course 
for playability. In fact, many are charged with not only pre-

m m anting players a course with unique characteristics, but 
doing so on a constrained budget and by demonstrating 

: sustainable land use. What many golf course superin-
tendents might not realize is that incorporating ornamental grasses 
into their courses can help them accomplish many of these goals. 

CHARACTER 
Ornamental grasses can serve 
as fillers or specimens, border 
plants or background plantings 
and as groundcovers or screens. 

Their adaptability and subtle 
beauty make them perfect com-
panions to flowering plants and 
other woody ornamentals. And 
clumped together, ornamental 
grasses create an area requiring 
less water and fertilization than 
other planting beds. 

Ornamental grasses are avail-
able in a wide array of colors, 
shapes, textures and sizes. The 

flowers and subsequent seed 
heads are equally diverse, rang-
ing from understated to truly 
spectacular. 

Likewise, each grass species 
has its own unique form. They 
may form low compact mounds, 
tall screens or densely spreading 
mats. The foliage colors include 
various shades of green, blue and 
red, as well as variegated varieties 
having red, white or yellow foli-
age banded with ivory or yellow 
stripes. 

In the fall, spring and summer 
their colors change to hues of 
red, beige or brown, providing a 
great winter garden accent. The 

flower spikes also offer a diversity 
of colors. 

Ornamental grasses also add a 
dimension of motion and sound 
to an environment. And often 
these animated movements will 
change with the seasons. 

MAINTENANCE 
Once established, ornamental 
grasses require very little care. 
Unlike greens and fairways, or-
namental grasses are low-mainte-
nance, have low water demands, 
attract few pests and have low 
fertilization requirements. 

These durable, low-mainte-
nance plants not only add dis-
tinction to a landscape during 
the summer months, but they 
are quite dramatic in a winter 
landscape, as well. 

Grasses do not need to be cut 
down before winter. In fact, 
they remain attractive when left 
standing and the foliage helps 
insulate the plant's crown. In the 
spring, before growth resumes, 
superintendents are advised to 

cut back the foliage to a height 
of 4 to 6 inches. Division depends 
on the spacing and visual appear-
ance of the ornamental grass, as 
well as its overall health. 

Plants suffering from die-out 
in the center should be divided to 
improve appearances. Division is 
done in the spring before growth 
resumes or in the late summer 
or fall after the growing season. 
Plants that bloom late could be 
divided in the spring. 

Divided plants should be well 
watered the first season after 
planting to develop a solid root 
system. Established plants do not 
need regular watering, earning 
them a drought-tolerant reputa-
tion. The amount of watering 
depends on the grass species, the 
site and on the quality, size and 
desired growth rate. 

Likewise, most ornamental 
grasses require low levels of fer-
tilization. By keeping nitrogen 
levels low, lodging or flopping 
over can be kept to a minimum. 
Leaf color and vigor are good 
guides to nitrogen requirements. 
Application of one-half to one 

Ornamental grasses come 
in a wide array of colors, 
shapes, textures and sizes. 
From far left: Festuca 
glauca; Helictotrichon 
sempervirens; Miscanthus 
sinensis; Panicum virgatum: 
Liriope spicata. 



With few pests and diseases, 
ornamental grasses require little to 
no pesticide applications. Above: 
Chasmanthium latifolium. 

"Ornamental 
grasses also 
add a dimension of 

m o t i o n a n d 
o f s o u n d 
to your golf environment. 

And often these animated 
movements will change 
with the seasons." 

pound of 10-10-10 fertilizer per 100 sq. ft. 
of garden area, or about one-quarter cup per 
plant, is sufficient. An application of a slow-
release fertilizer just as growth resumes in 
the spring is enough to take care of the plant's 
needs throughout the summer. 

For weed control, cultivate around grass 
plants. An application of mulch reduces the 
need for cultivation and watering, and it 
will keep in check those grasses that have a 
tendency to be heavy seeders. With few pests 
and diseases, ornamental grasses require few 
if any pesticide applications. 

WARM- AND C00L-SEAS0N SELECTION 
Grasses respond and start to grow based upon 
soil temperature. 

Cool-season grasses will start to grow early 
in the spring and may remain semi-evergreen 
over the winter. Cool-season grasses also seem 
to do better and have better foliage quality 
when temperatures are cool or if they are 
given sufficient water during drought peri-
ods. If they are not watered during drought, 
then they will go dormant resulting in brown 

foliage. These grasses may require more fre-
quent division to keep them healthy looking 
and vigorous. If not, they will die out in the 
center. 

For those grasses that remain semi-ever-
green, you should only cut off the brown or 
winter-injured foliage in the spring. Some of 
the more popular cool-season grasses include 
fescues, blue oat grass (Helictotrichon), tufted 
hair grass (Deschampsia), and autumn moor 
grass (Sesleria). 

Warm-season grasses will do better dur-
ing warmer times of the year and remain 
good looking even when temperatures are 
high and moisture is limited. Warm-season 
grasses do not begin to show growth until the 
weather becomes stable and the soils warm. 
The previous season's growth usually browns 
out in the fall and requires the cutting back 
of plants to a height of between 4 to 6 inches 
in the spring. Warm-season grasses usually do 
not require as frequent division as cool-season 
grasses. Some warm-season grasses include 
northern sea oats (Chasmanthium), Japanese 
silver grass (Miscanthus), hardy pampas grass 



THE NATURAL CHOICE 

Biological fungicide 
offers four modes of action. 
NEW SYSTEMIC PRODUCT CONTROLS SOIL-BORNE 
DISEASESWITHOUTTENDENCY FOR RESISTANCE. 

A c t i n o G row™ T & O 
Biological Fungicide 

A good fungicide program manages 

disease, meets budget restrictions, 
incorporates IPM standards and 
maximizes efficiency. A great fungicide 
program also addresses the demand 
for environmental stewardship by 
incorporating softer, greener chemistry. 

The increased commitment to 
sustainability and the demand for 
more and better biorational products 
is a trend that is here to stay. Luckily 
for golf course superintendents, the 
industry is keeping pace with the 
introduction of biological fungicides, 
such as ActinoGrow™ T & O , as well as 
other plant protection products. These 
products make it easy to integrate 
biorational solutions into your turf 
management program, while continuing 
to rely on traditional solutions . . . all 
with no sacrifice of quality. 

"ActinoGrow T & O serves as an 
excellent example of why interest in 
biorational alternatives for golf course 
fungicide programs is so great," 
George Furrer, national marketing 
manager for SipcamAdvan, said. 
"Proven in university trials, ActinoGrow 
T & O controls soil-borne Rhizoctonia, 
Pythium, Phytophthora and Fusarium. It 
also promotes plant strength and vigor, 
enhances root systems and increases 
nutrient and water uptake. This 
OMRI Listed® product will be 
popular not because it is "green," but 
because it works." 

As George Stallings, Ph.D., 
western field development manager for 
SipcamAdvan, explained, "ActinoGrow 
T & O contains a high concentration 
of a patented strain of the beneficial 
bacterium Streptomyces lydicus, which 

offers four modes of action in one 
product. Because of its unique 
properties and multiple modes of 
action, Streptomyces lydicus is not 
prone to disease resistance. And as any 
golf course superintendent knows, a 
systemic fungicide without resistance 
issues is a very important disease 
management tool." 

FOUR MODES OF ACTION OF 
STREPTOMYCES LYDICUS. 

1. Exclusionary: Beneficial 
microorganisms grow around 
roots and foliage, preventing 
disease organisms from growing. 

2. Antibiotic Production: 
Produces three unique 
antibiotics that are destructive 
to disease organisms. 

3. Enzyme Production: Produces 
chitenase, which destroys 
chiten found in cell walls of 
disease fungi. 

4. Predatory Action: Attacks 
and devours certain disease-
causing fungi. 

Although traditional pesticides 
will always have a place in golf course 
turf management, superintendents who 
also embrace the use of biorationals 
will be rewarded with positive results at 
all levels. That is why SipcamAdvan is 
committed to promoting success in an 
environment where "mote of the same" is 
no longer adequate. Giving you the edge 

ADVERTORIAL 

required to maintain your golf course 
to top standards by delivering both 
traditional and biorational 
product solutions is our number 
one responsibility. 

ActinoGrow T&O Highlights 
• Contains high concentration of 

the patented beneficial bacterium 
Streptomyces lydicus as a 100% 
water-soluble powder 

• Provides four modes of action so 
disease organisms cannot develop a 
resistance to Streptomyces lydicus 

• Controls soil-borne diseases including 
Rhizoctonia, Pythium, Phytophthora 
and Fusarium. 

• Promotes plant strength and vigor, 
enhances root system, increases 
nutrient and water uptake 

• Tank mixes with most fungicides, 
insecticides, biological stimulants and 
liquid fertilizers 

• Does not require constant agitation, 
will not clog application equipment 

© 2010 Sipcam Agro USA, Inc. The Natural Choice is a 
trademark of Advan LLC. ActinoGrow is a trademark of 
Natural Industries, Inc. O M R I is a registered trademark of 
the Organic Materials Review Institute. Always read and 
follow label instructions. This advertisement paid for by 
SipcamAdvan. A T G C I 0 5 1 0 

SipcamAdvan 
The Natural Choice™ 

www. sipcamadvan. com 
800-295-0733 



Cooperative extension services have excellent 
references on ornamental grasses. Check your 
local office for details on the varieties ideal for 
your facility. 

USGA agronomists can offer expertise on 
ornamental grass selection and maintenance, 
too. Check out the "Landscape Restoration 
Handbook," a publication sponsored by USGA 
published in 1993 which encourages golf 
courses to embrace landscape naturalization. 

Likewise, nursery Web sites abound with 
photos and information. In addition, landscape 
professionals can provide assistance on 
ornamental grass selection. 

David Kuack, editor of GMPRO, a Golf 
Course Industry sister publication, suggests 
the following books: 
• "Manual of Woody Landscape Plants: Their 
Identification, Ornamental Characteristics, 
Culture, Propagation and Uses," by Michael A. 
Dirr, Stipes Publishing. 
• "The Encyclopedia of Ornamental Grasses: 
How to Grow and Use Over 250 Beautiful and 
Versatile Plants," by John Greenlee, Rodale 
Press. 
• "Herbaceous Perennial Plants: A Treatise 
on Their Identification, Culture, and Garden 
Attributes," by Allan M. Armitage, Stipes 
Publishing. 

(Eriartthus), perennial fountain grass 
(Pennisetum), switch grass (Panicum) 
and prairie cord grass (Spartina). 

No fall or winter landscape should 
be without a tall ornamental grass. 
Plume grass (Erianthus ravennae) is 
found in zones 4 through 9 and it 
grows to a height of between 8 and 11 
feet with a clump that spreads up to 
4 feet. This plant - with its tall, thin 
shafts and fluffy coiffures - exhibits a 
delicate structure that lends a touch 
of charm to a harsh winter landscape. 
Because of its height, a plant such as 
plume grass can be used as a focal 
point in a ornamental bed or land-
scape setting. 

Maiden grass (Miscanthus sinensis 
'Gracillimus') is a fine choice in zones 
5 through 9 for a tall, drought-tolerant 
ornamental grass, as it reaches a 
height of 7 feet, with a spread a bit less 
than that. Maiden grass bears coppery 
tassels as a seed head in early fall, 
eventually growing lighter in color 
and adorning the plant as a "plume." 
It's advised not to cut the clump's 
stems back until after the bleakness 
of winter passes, since the graceful 
stems and puffy plumes of this plant 
will provide some visual interest on an 
otherwise barren December through 
February landscape. 

Blue oat grass (Helictotrichon sem-
pervirens) is a cool-season ornamental 
grass that can be grown in zones 4 
through 8 and is effective for deer 
control. This ornamental grass grows 
in a 3-foot mound. If you wish to enjoy 
the signature blue hues of its foliage 
to the fullest, then grow it in full sun 
and well-drained soils. The plant also 
produces spiky, dark flowers with a 
bluish tint in summer that turn har-
vest gold in autumn. 

Another favorite, northern sea 
oats (Chasmanthium latifolium), is 
an ornamental grass that grows to a 
height of 3 feet in loose clumps of 
green foliage. Its name derives from 
its seed pods, which resemble oats. 
This deer-resistant ornamental grass 
is cold hardy to zone 5. Even after its 
leaves have died, it provides visual 
interest to the winter landscape. 

For a shorter, deer-resistant or-
namental grass, try lilyturf (Liriope 
spicata). Lilyturf ornamental grass can 
be grown in zones 4 through 10 and 
reaches about a foot in height. Lilyturf 
likes water, but also does well in well-
drained soil. For best results select an 
area with partial shade and soil rich in 
organic matter. This ornamental grass 
has a spiky flower, ranging in color 
from white to lavender. In autumn it 
bears a dark berry. Be warned: You'll 
want to contain this plant, because it 
is enviously. 

Another short ornamental grass 
grown in zones 4 through 8 is blue 
fescue (Festuca glauca). The popular-
ity of this clumping, drought-tolerant 
ornamental grass lies in the blue color 
of its foliage, which complements 
any surrounding plants with silvery 
foliage, such as lamb's ears. The plant 
resembles a pincushion bristling with 
blue pins. As with maiden grass, cut 
back foliage in early spring. Divide 
every few years to rejuvenate. 

CALL TO ACTION 
Doing your part in establishing orna-
mental grass areas on a golf course 
will help you meet reduced pesticide, 
fertilizer and water demands. 

States such as New Jersey, Florida, 
Minnesota are considering the adop-
tion of fertilizer restrictions that 
would impacting golf and other green 
industry sectors. 

If you are in New Jersey visit the 
New Jersey Green Industry Council 
Web site: njgic.org/ for more infor-
mation on this topic. Those outside 
of New Jersey are encouraged to visit 
Responsible Industry for Sound En-
vironment Web site: www.pestfacts. 
org/rise/index.html for an advocacy 
group in your area. 

Your voice is needed to demand 
sound science guide future laws and 
regulations. GCI 

Nancy Sadlon is the executive direc-
tor of the New Jersey Green Industry 
Council, a nonprofit organization 
whose mission is to secure reasonable 
regulations and laws for golf and other 
sectors in the green industry. 

http://www.pestfacts


An ongoing battle 
A superintendent in New Mexico experiments with wetting agents to combat localized dry spots 

For Steve Campbell, wetting agents aren't a 
miracle product; they're just another gun 

in the arsenal of turfgrass management. 
"If you know how to use them and what 

they're supposed to do, they work," says Camp-
bell, director of agronomy at Las Campanas, 
a 36-hole facility that sits on 5,000 acres of 
high desert in Santa Fe, N.M. "If you don't 
know what they do, you won't get good results. 
There's no 'follow A, B, C and D,' and you'll 
be successful. Find out what your problems 
are and figure out how to fix them. If wetting 
agents work for me, I believe they'll work for 
everyone if they apply them to their individual 
needs and situations. Each golf course is differ-
ent. You don't treat them all the same." 

Campbell manages 100 employees and runs 
the golf course, landscape, public works and 
revegetation divisions at Las Campanas, a Lyle 
Anderson development. Budgets are confiden-
tial, but Campbell's is more than $1 million. 

Campbell, who's been at Las Campanas for 
12 years, is a big believer of wetting agents and 
has used them his entire career. He injects 
wetting agents into the irrigation system, us-
ing Vi6 to Va of an ounce per thousand square 
feet of turf per day. 

Las Campanas receives just 12 inches of 
rainfall a year, so water is king. 

"I need to make water wetter to conserve 
and use every drop," Campbell says. "Wetting 
agents break the surface tension of the water 
droplet and force it to go into the soil." 

Under water conservation mandates, the 
most water Campbell can use per golf course 
per day is 600,000 gallons, even though he says 
he can use less than that during less stressful 
months of the year. Determining how much 
water he uses is a complicated system, he 
says. He checks water use every morning via a 
computerized monitoring system and reports 

it monthly. Other parties, namely municipali-
ties, can check his water use daily if desired. 

The water is high in salts and bicarbonates, 
which makes it difficult for Campbell to flush 
the soil. He can flush salts down into the soil 
profile with the annual 12 inches of rainfall 
and the wetting agents he uses. 

The bentgrass Campbell grows isn't native to 
the area. He says there has been ongoing talk 
about changing the turf, but the 
native grasses (buffalograss, for 
example) would never be used 
because they wouldn't survive if 
cut at turf heights. 

"I have bentgrass on greens, 
tees and fairways," he says. "The 
temperature will go down to zero 
degrees Fahrenheit in the winter, 
and if I don't have snow cover, I 
irrigate the turf once a week be-
cause the plant will freeze dry if 
I don't because of the high winds 
and very low humidity. The crown needs to 
stay wet or it desiccates. We're at 7,000-feet 
elevation. The Rocky Mountains begin here 
in Santa Fe." 

To treat localized dry spots, Campbell uses 
eight ounces of wetting agent per thousand 
square feet every two weeks. No matter how 
uniform a green is, there will be inconsisten-
cies and localized dry spots, which is com-
pounded with salts, he says. 

Campbell says he has tried every wetting 
agent on the market and started using them 
in Philadelphia where it was hot and humid 
with an entirely different set of weather, soil 
and agronomic conditions. 

"Surfside is the best wetting agent I've used," 
he says. "I use it exclusively." 

Campbell uses wetting agents throughout 
the year and is always looking for a deal. He 
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buys the 55-gallon drums even though the 
shipping is expensive. 

"I spend a minimum of $12,000 on wetting 
agents a year," he says. "There has been no year 
where I spent less than $10,000 on wetting 
agents. The drier the year, sometimes as little 
as four inches of rainfall a year, the more I need 
to supplement my irrigation." 

Campbell acknowledges there's an uncer-
tainty about wetting agents 
in the industry, but he says a 
superintendent has to know 
his soils, drainage, irrigation 
and turf problem areas. 

"You need to spend the time 
to experiment," he says. "One 
size doesn't fit all. What I used 
in Philly is different than what 
I use out here. It's no differ-
ent than any other business. 
Attention to detail is the key, 
and versatility is key to success. 

You need to make adjustments. You don't just 
dump a wetting agent in the tank and go." 

When Campbell sees a water-related prob-
lem, he applies a wetting agent, which allevi-
ates the problem but doesn't eliminate it. 

"It will be different for me every year," 
he says. "It's frustrating, but just because it 
worked last year, doesn't mean it will work 
exactly the same way this year. It's an ongo-
ing thing." 

Superintendents will always deal with local-
ized dry spots and wetting-agent use, Campbell 
says. 

"Every superintendent should have a wet-
ting agent as part of his arsenal," he says. 
"They've been around a while, but they must 
be doing something for someone because 
they've last a long time. That's somewhat of a 
testimonial." GCL 
Fax: 2 1 5 - 8 3 6 - 2 4 1 8 
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ASSISTANT'S VIEW 

Nathan Jordan is assistant superintendent 
at Country Ciub of the Rockies in Edwards, Colo. 
Contact him at ntjordan@gmail.com. 

WE'VE ALL BEEN THERE 

c ollege students pursuing the golf 
course management industry have 
many internship options - public, 

private, cool season, warm season. The 
list seem to goes on and on. Regardless 
of the facility where you're employed, it's 
critical to bring value to the internship 
experience. 

Typically, those who are looking to 
gain more experience will be motivated 
and driven to succeed. The dedication 
an intern puts into the work experience 
should be reciprocated with meaningful 
education and strategic guidance from 
the management team, and that includes 
assistants. Leading interns comes with 
additional responsibilities, but it also 
offers a rewarding experience for you and 
the student. 

Due to class schedules, few students 
have the ability to complete an intern-
ship that's longer than three months. 
Time is limited. Meet with interns at the 
beginning of their employment to gain a 
solid understanding of the skills they're 
looking to learn or improve. A few min-
utes spent here will allow for adequate 
planning. 

While routine tasks on a golf course 
must be completed, keep in mind that 
assigning a variety of duties helps main-
tain an intern's interest in the profes-
sion. Reflect back on your own personal 
internship experience and create a list 
of duties you liked and disliked. I doubt 
mowing the rough for eight hours a day 
ranked very highly. There's much more 
to our job description than operating 
equipment. 

Don't forget that learning can still take 
place without extensive practical experi-
ence. For example, understanding how to 
rake a bunker can be achieved simply by 
observing another skilled employee com-
plete the job. By the end of the season 
most interns will be able to explain the 
process and replicate the procedure. 

Foster a learning environment that not 
only allows for the development of physi-
cal skills, but also cognitive functions. 

A tremendous amount of thought 
goes into scheduling daily tasks on a golf 
course. Few of us show up for work with-
out a plan to accomplish the tasks that 
have been handed down by the superin-
tendent. An intern should be given the 
same opportunity to think independently 
about how he or she will carry out a set 
of instructions. The ability to process 
information takes various lengths of time 
depending on the individual, so you need 
to have patience and understanding. 
You may need to explain the directions 
differently than you are accustomed to. 

Foster a learning 
environment that 
not only allows for 
the development of 
physical skills, but 

cognitive functions, too. 

This shouldn't create a negative attitude 
toward the intern, but merely accom-
modate the various styles of learning. 
When fully comprehended, the outcomes 
are usually great. It's those times when 
clear and concise communication is 
lacking that the end results are less than 
desirable. 

It's also important for the student 
to begin recognizing areas for concern 
on the golf course and report those 
problems to the management staff. It 
takes a concerted effort from everybody 
to successfully manage a golf course, and 
everyone's thoughts and opinions should 
be considered. 

The morning is a fast-paced, high-
energy time of day, when daily course 

preparations are being completed. We 
are all moving in different directions, 
working toward the common goal of 
preparing the course for play. Encourage 
interns to be aware of everything that's 
happening around them. Although they 
may be assigned to cutting cups, keep-
ing their heads "on a swivel" can be a 
tremendous benefit. 

It takes a diligent effort to minimize 
the "tunnel vision" that can plague all of 
us when focused on a specific task. For 
example, cutting cups requires an intern 
to drive from hole-to-hole and walk on 
the greens. Remind them there is a lot 
they can notice during this time. Empha-
size that even though the primary task 
includes a certain amount of responsibil-
ity, much more can come from it. 

For example, if the intern reports 
there's an irrigation leak developing 
before the course opens for play, he could 
prevent a lot of headaches that would 
have developed had the problem gone 
unnoticed until a member reported it 
later in the day. Instead, course set-up 
has been completed, a problem has been 
identified and reported and the intern 
has gained the feeling that he or she con-
tributed to the team. Learning potential 
should not be overlooked regardless of 
the situation or timing of circumstances. 

Each facility approaches its internship 
program differently. The demands vary 
from one course to another. Despite the 
differences that exist, one thing should 
remain constant: We should all work 
together to provide a positive learning 
experience for those pursuing a career in 
the industry. 

Don't dismiss the internship experi-
ence. Remember, it is a stepping stone in 
a very competitive market. It's unlikely 
we would be where we are today without 
meaningful internships. So take the time 
to be a positive influence to the next 
generation of turf managers. GCI 

mailto:ntjordan@gmail.com


Hi Performance Sand daM™ for slopes as 
steep as 60° 
Sand daM™ MR is ideal for projects where 
high performance and low costs are required 
Install Sand daM™ Lite in greenside bunkers 
with low angle slopes, or flat bottomed fairway 
bunkers to eliminate contamination 
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The easiest to 
install and most 
effective of all 
bunker blankets. 
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Ornamentals have nothing to do with the playing surface, 
but with proper planning and placement they enhance 

the entire facility. B Y JOE WACHTER 

The prime feature of any golf 
course is the turf that we 
maintain on a daily basis. 
Ornamental plantings have 
nothing to do with the play-
ing surface of our great game 

but when planned and placed strategically 
they enhance our clubhouse/pro shop facili-
ties and the entire course. 

I have enjoyed working with ornamental 
plantings on the various golf course facilities 
that I have managed over the years. All but 
one of these facilities was managed without 
the aid of a horticulturist. There are a few 
keys that I believe can assist superintendents 
in successfully managing their horticulture 
programs. 

KNOWLEDGE/EDUCATION 
Horticulture is a field that is rapidly changing 
with the development of new plants and de-
signs. There are many ways you can improve 
your knowledge on this topic. 

The Internet is a great reference to use for 
descriptions of plants and bed design. Photos 
of plants and combinations of many types and 
styles of beds are a click away. 

Junior colleges, evening adult-education 
classes, garden centers, state extension ser-
vices, botanical gardens and regional and or 
state turf conferences offer classes from one 
hour to full semesters. 

Join a local golf course horticulturist or 
nurseryman/landscape association. Attend 
meetings and learn from experts who work 

primarily with plant material and have years 
of experience. Their business requires that 
they are current with the best new plants 
and trends in the industry. When you attend 
local golf course superintendent association 
outings, check out the planting beds and take 
pictures. Visit commercial properties for ideas 
on different plant material and design. Most 
of these properties were designed by a profes-
sional architect and are managed by trained 
horticulturists. Remember, ornamental plant-
ings are changed on a regular basis. 

REMEMBER THE SOIL 
The soil is the foundation of a planting bed. 
A well-drained soil will grow the best plants. 
A great way to build the soil of a new bed is 

FRAMING THE PICTURE 



"Attitude is everything when working with ornamentals on the golf course.5 

by incorporating compost, leaf mold, manure 
and or peat moss. This material is available 
from most mulch suppliers or from city or 
county yard waste facilities. You can also be-
gin the process of making your own compost 
from leaves that drop on the golf course. Also, 
do not forget to mulch your beds lightly to 
prevent weeds from germinating and reduce 
the loss of water. I like using compost material 
for my annual beds because it will be tilled 
under and takes less time to break down in 
comparison to mulch. 

SITE SELECTION 
There are a number of factors I try to keep in 
consideration when planning an ornamental 
bed. High visibility areas such as the club-
house, main patio area, teeing ground or near 
green complexes are the best sites. The first 
tee and last hole catch a golfer's attention at 
the beginning and the end of the round. Some 
club facilities host group functions, such as 
banquets and weddings, in which the guests 
do not leave the immediate clubhouse area. 
These areas provide first impressions for all 
guests who visit your facility. 

Automatic irrigation is important for plant 
survival and labor savings. Place soaker hoses 
around clubhouse plantings to reduce build-
ing damage and high water bills. 

Know the amount and type of sun your 
planting bed will receive during the day. A 
full-sun plant in a shaded bed area will result 
in a weakened plant and less than attractive 
overall display. 

ANNUALS AND PERENNIALS 
I've used both plant types over the years 
together and separately with success. The 
benefits of annuals include mass plant-
ings with diverse color combinations and 
less space for weeds. Season-long blooms 
and plant designs can be changed on an 
annual basis. 

Perennials do not require new plants 
every year. In fact, multiple plants can 
be made from divisions after just a few 
seasons. However, while less overall 
maintenance is needed for overall plant 
health, they do require upkeep. 

The use of trees, shrubs and ornamen-
tal grasses can fill the space of a bed, 
provide structure and seasonal beauty. 

My facility has a number of very attractive 
perennial beds designed years ago. Some of 
these beds are in need of rejuvenation which 
is a part of the required maintenance for pe-
rennials. I place a few annuals in spaces near 
walk paths that provide a little more depth of 
color for the perennial bed. 

We do grow our own plugged products in 
a greenhouse on the property. Most of the 
plants are annuals and are planted in the 
most highly visible areas of the clubhouse, 
patio and pro shop. The beds are planted with 
1,500 tulips each fall and then are tilled under 
for the annuals in May after the tulips have 
finished their blooming cycle. 

Our plant material is a zero-dollar cash 
outlay after we have our yearly plant sale to 
the membership. Also, I utilize plant brokers 
from our area who have expanded knowledge 
of plant varieties and have put me in contact 
with the best growers for purchasing. 

BED SIZE AND 
PLANTING GUIDELINES 
I would rather make a few large beds with 
mass plantings than a large number of small 
beds with a few plants. Smaller beds create 

obstacles for mowing equipment and also 
get lost in the landscape. Building too many 
beds that cannot be maintained is a serious 
mistake. If it cannot be maintained, it should 
not be built. 

Each plant has specific guidelines for spac-
ing. Plants properly spaced compliment one 
another and will enhance the characteristics 
of the plant such as its color, form and or 
texture. Plants not properly spaced look lonely 
and afraid to show their true color. You see 
more of the ground or mulch than of the plant, 
plus it leaves space for weeds to overrun a bed. 
Use a color wheel to identify plants whose 
blooms work well in combination. 

Attitude is everything when working with 
ornamentals on the golf course. It is obvious 
when visiting a facility where the superinten-
dent understands the importance of maintain-
ing an ornamental program to the highest 
level. Great turf along with well-maintained 
ornamental plantings compliment one an-
other and can set you and your facility apart 
from the competition. GCI 

Joe Wachter, CGCS, is superintendent at Glen 
Echo Country Club in St Louis. 



PRODUCT FOCUS 
BATHROOMS 

Quality t reatment 
Atrio of facilities try out waterless on-course restrooms in lieu of Porta-Potties. b y a l y s e l a m p a r y k 

Watching his courses' turf being torn up 
by waste management trucks twice a 

week was just too much for superintendent 
Russ Chamberlain, so he started looking for 
alternatives to the 50-gallon Porta-Potties. 
"You get about 90,000 rounds of golf and 
you've got to keep them clean," Chamberlain 
says of the required frequent cleaning for the 
portable waste units. 

Chamberlain supervises Brae Loch Golf 
Club in Grayslake, 111., and Countryside Golf 
Club in Mundelein, 111., which is made up of 
the Prairie course and the Traditional course. 
All three are public, 18-hole courses located 
in northern Illinois. 

After picking up a tip about possible com-
panies from another employee, Chamberlain 
began researching several different options. 
Eventually the choices were narrowed down 
to a Biological Mediation Systems (BMS) 
facility or comparable waste system. 

What it came down to was the composting 
system, and the BMS unit required much less 
maintenance than (other similar systems) 
available at the time. "I talked to three or four 
golf courses that had it and they just were 
thrilled by them," Chamberlain says of his 
decision to purchase from BMS. 

The unit he decided on did not require 
water or electricity and was able to decom-
pose naturally. In addition, the decomposing 
exhaust system runs on solar power making it 
even more environmentally friendly. 

Unfortunately, because of budget concerns, 
Chamberlain was only able to revamp the 
restrooms at Countryside. In spring 2006, 
he bought two restrooms at $21,000 each, 
and two years later purchased one more for 
$24,000, due to cost increases over time. 

"We do plan in the future to do them at 
Brae Loch, but right now it's not the top prior-
ity with the economy right now and how the 
golf courses are doing," Chamberlain says. 

Brae Loch is much smaller than Country-
side and its restrooms are more accessible, 
making it easier for the waste management 

trucks to maneuver through the course and 
less of an immediate concern for new rest-
rooms. "We don't have as many rounds out 
there so we never had a situation," Cham-
berlain adds. 

Once the restrooms were ordered from 
BMS, the prefabricated 500-gallon concrete 
structure and building were shipped by semi-
truck from Colorado where they were built. 

Chamberlain worked with his staff and 
an employee of BMS who was flown out to 
assist and together they finished the project 
in about a day. 

The layout was set up so that for every nine 
holes a restroom was made available. The 
Prairie course has one and the Traditional 
course has two, one of which is located where 
it can be shared by both courses. 

The facilities only require a small amount 
of attention that is easily performed given 

that there are 10 maintenance employees per 
course and an annual maintenance budget 
of $500,000. Each course has one employee 
responsible for cleaning the restrooms every 
morning and checking for vapors and garbage. 
With a 500-gallon tank, an outside source is 
hired once a year to clean out the tanks. 

If Chamberlain wanted to, he could wait 
even longer than a year for the tank to be 
cleaned. It is only truly necessary every two 
or three years but he prefers to have it done 
more frequently. 

The on-course restroom's lack of mainte-
nance and repair have left Chamberlain very 
happy with his purchasing choice. "You just 
kind of monitor it and it's really easy and there 
are cost-savings in the long run." GCI 

Alyse Lamparyk is a freelance writer based in 
Athens, Ohio. 

The Biological Mediation Systems facility composts without water or 
electricity and operates a ventilation fan via a solar power unit on the roof. 



PRODUCT FOCUS 
PUMPSTATIONS 

Precision pumping 
Preston Trail Golf Club relies on local companies for pump station needs, b y a l y s e l a m p a r y k 

The consistency of Flowtronex pump sta-
tions has provided assistant superinten-

dent Chris Rick more time to focus on other 
issues, both at his current job and at previous 
places of employment. 

Rick, who has worked in the golf industry 
for 18 years, still maintains the opinion he 
formed when he first came across a Flowtron-
ex pump station in 1998 at a Seattle course he 
previously worked at. "It was a solid system 
and ever since then I've always felt that they 
were a good pump," Rick says. 

The course Rick is presently at, Preston 
Trail Golf Club in Dallas, underwent renova-
tions involving the installation of a brand new 
Flowtronex pump station in 1999. Rick was 
not on board for the initial installation, as he 
began working at the 18-hole private course 
5 V2 years ago, but was involved in decision 
making when the Silent Storm system needed 
an update last year. 

"We had Flowtronex give us a price to ret-
rofit the pump station and it was a lot more 
reasonable than buying a new one," Rick says, 
adding that cost was a definite factor. The de-
cision to retrofit the pump station cost about 
$130,000 and involved a new flow meter, 
computer, pumps and motors. 

While Rick says he wasn't dead set against 
specific bells and whistles, there were certain 
features that appealed to him. 

The computer-based pump log is an ele-
ment that he has been particularly pleased 
with because it enables constant monitoring 
of the amount of water running through the 
pump posts. In addition, the log feeds a signal 
up to the office computer making it easier to 
supervise. 

Ultimately, Rick was pleased with the pro-
cess and the results the company produced. 
"Exactly what they told us they were going to 
do is what we got and it was a pretty flawless 

Flowtronex's Silent Storm Vertical 
Turbine system with touch screen. 

transition," Rick says of the retrofit. 
Since the retrofit there has been no need for 

repairs. Conveniently, if anything malfunc-
tions on the pump station, the Flowtronex 
main office is located in Dallas, as well. 

However, Rick does his best to stop any 
problems before they can occur by employing 
Monroe Pump Service to perform preventa-
tive maintenance. Once a year the local 
company inspects everything to make sure 
it is running properly. "By doing that we can 

two other assistants every really touch the 
pump station. With an annual maintenance 
budget more than $1 million, Preston Trail 
has 31 maintenance employees taking care 
of the golf course. 

Should something change and he would re-
quire more help with the system, Rick believes 
it would be fairly easy to train his employees to 
use it. The touch screen control panel places 
everything out in the open, making it simple 
to modify the system as needed. 

"It 's all about rel iabi l i ty . It 's all about not h a v i n g t o wor ry 
about it and hav ing it w o r k all t h e t ime . " 
- Chris Rick, assistant superintendent, Preston Trail Golf Club 

anticipate any problems if they do notice 
something," Rick says. 

Prior to the recent retrofit, Monroe Pump 
Service came to their aid when a pump 
broke down. Rick says the company arrived 
quickly and the machine worked well after 
the repair. 

Besides during inspections, only Rick and 

When it comes to pump stations, Rick sim-
ply wants the product to be hassle-free. "It's 
all about reliability," he says. "It's all about not 
having to worry about it and having it work 
all the time." GCI 

Alyse Lamparyk is a freelance writer based in 
Athens, Ohio. 



Both minerals effect successful turf irrigation, Part I: Sodium. 
odium (Na+) as an individual ele-
ment is commonly found in irriga-
tion water, along with many others 

(like calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
sulfur and iron, etc). Salts are actually the 
dry form of two or more several elements 
combined. When salts come in contact with 
water, they dissolve into their component 
elements once again, but now when in 

[ W h a t You N e e d To K n o w ] 

• Sodium is a cr i t ical part of soil 
stabi l izat ion. 

• In turf , sodium can be problemat ic 
because it can disrupt t h e format ion of 
large soil part ic les, which are essent ia l 
for wa te r and oxygen penetrat ion. 

• To m a n a g e soil sodium, gypsum is a 
popular source for ca lc ium, which wil l 
remove sodium from the soil part ic le. 

water, they now have a "charge." The sum 
charges of dissolved salts constitute the total 
salinity of the irrigation water, or any other 
body of water, for that matter. 

Salinity will be addressed as a separate 
topic in the next article series. This article 
addresses the topic of sodium, and its impor-
tance in turf and landscape management. 

In addition to being one of many mineral 
elements that dissolve in water, sodium has 
other effects on plants and soils, so much 
so, that sodium interpretation and sodium 
management warrants its own "topic" on 
soil and water quality test reports. 

SOIL ASPECT 
Sodium is actually a critical part of soil 
stabilization. Most people first think of 
sodium as an "irrigation salt" problem first 
and foremost. But the effects of sodium on 
soil are especially important. 

Sodium can be problematic in turf and 
landscape soils because (in a nutshell) so-
dium can disrupt the important formation of 
soil clods which are critical for soil aggrega-
tion. It is highly desirable for soil particles to 
"stick together" to form larger soil particles. 
Large particles usually result in lots of air 
spaces between them. The result is room 
for soil oxygen (for root growth) and water 
penetration and movement. 

The problem with sodium is it's a very 
small molecule. When it gets "wet" with wa-
ter, it retains a large bubble of water around 
it. This is called the radius of hydration. 
Small-sized elements have a large bubble 
around them, while larger elements (like 
calcium and magnesium) have "smaller" 
water bubbles surrounding them. 

When sodium is attached to the soil par-
ticles and the soil is "wet," the large bubbles 
of water surrounding each sodium molecule 



m S A S. O l d C a r r i a g e R o a d 
R o c k y M o u n t , N C 2 7 8 0 3 

w w w . a q u a a i d . c o m 

• Leaches excessive amounts of Sodium (Na) 
and Magnesium (Mg) from soil 

wr • Conditions the soil making fertilizer applications 
more effective 

• Supplies Calcium without raising pH 

• Helps loosen compacted, heavy soils ^ S i S S B S 

Quicker response at lower rates y f i y! 1 v f 1 

For more information on VERDE-CAL® G or other 
VERDE-CAL® products, visit us at www.verde-cal.com 

http://www.aquaaid.com
http://www.verde-cal.com


Real Science 
G e n e r a l S a l i n i t y H a z a r d of I r r i g a t i o n W a t e r 

TDS = Total Dissolved Solids (salts). EC(w) = electrical conductivity 
Leaching = Water required above and beyond normal irrigation amounts needed to flush salts past the roots. 
FN: Salinity table water Q 210 

keeps the soil particles separated spatially. 
This happens because the water "bubbles" 
collide and stop, keeping the soil particles 
"suspended" more or less in between them. 
When this happens, the soil is referred to as 
a "deflocculated soil," which results in an 
"unstable" soil condition. 

In this case, the soil particles appear like 
powdered wheat flour, since the individual 
soil particles are not allowed to form larger 
solids. Therefore, the soils particles remain 
in their smallest sizes, since they are not al-
lowed to form even small aggregates. 

This resultant consequences occur on 
soils first, and then on plants secondly. 
Soils with high sodium levels are usually 
incapable of soaking up water at the surface 
(poor infiltration). If and when it does, the 
soil tends to stay wet just at the surface, with 
poor soil oxygen content. Extremely shal-
low rooting occurs with turf and landscape 
plants. Unstable sodium affected soils are 
also highly prone to compaction, since the 
individual soil particles can be compressed 
together from external surface pressure 
(traffic and equipment). The end result is 
a decrease in the "air portion" of the soil, 
with the same amount or a slightly greater 
"water portion" left in the soil. 

WARNING SIGNS OF A SODIUM THREAT 
A water quality test has a parameter called 
the sodium adsorption ration (SAR). It is a 
measure of the potential sodium hazard that 
may affect soil properties. SAR is a relative 
comparison of the bad guy (sodium) to the 
good guys (calcium or magnesium - which 
has "small water bubbles which allow for 

soil aggregation"). The important item 
here is "relative." We want to have more 
calcium and magnesium than sodium, so 
the good guys outnumber the bad guys. 
This way there is more competition for soil 
attachment from calcium and magnesium, 
than by sodium. 

SAR values of 0-5 are desirable, 5-10 are 
usually safe, 10-15 are a cause of concern 
on finer textual soils and SAR values of 18 

or more are usually a predictor of an up and 
coming sodium problem in soils which are 
sandy loams, or finer in texture. Pure sands 
can "handle" high SAR water, because the 
soil particles are naturally large to begin 
with, and sands have less surface sights to 
hold onto sodium. Remember that the total 
amount of calcium, magnesium and sodium 
salts does not influence the SAR, but the 
relative amounts do! 

The true measure of sodium in the soil is 
determined from a soils lab test report. The 
soils test should have a component called 
the Exchangeable Sodium Percentage (or 
ESP). This is an estimate of the percentage 
of the soils to retain sodium, compared to all 
other elements which are positively charged 
(like sodium). 

Therefore, ESP is calculated as the 
amount of sodium divided by the sum of the 
soil adsorbed sodium, calcium, potassium 
and magnesium. In essence, it is the batting 

average of sodium in the soil, which we want 
in this case, to be low. 

If the ESP is 15 percent or more, most 
soils will have single particle displace-
ment (deflocculated and unstable). On 
clay and silt type soils, the ESP should be 
10 or less. On pure soils, high ESP values 
are less significant, once again because of 
the preponderance of large soil particles to 
begin with. 

SOIL MAINTENANCE OF SODIUM EFFECTED 
SOILS 
How can I change my soil to correct and 
prevent an unstable soil condition from 
a high sodium content soil? What needs 
to take place is a chemical substitution 
between the soil particle and the attached 
(adsorbed) sodium. 

Luckily, sodium has only one positive 
charge (Na+), while calcium and magne-
sium have two (Ca+ + , M g + + ) . These 
"double-charged" particles have a stronger 
attraction to the soil particle, which has 
a negative outside charge to begin with. 
Remember, opposites attract each other. 
Therefore, any element with two charges 
will be favored over the element with just 
a single charge. 

Along comes calcium. When calcium is 
added to the soil, we are adding a relatively 
inexpensive double-charged element. The 
calcium, in time, will trade hands with the 

W e want to have more calcium and magnesium than 
sodium, so the good guys outnumber the bad guys. 

LOW-Lit t le chance of 160 or less 0.25 None - with normal rainfall, 
soil salinity buildup. 

MEDIUM - May cause problems . „ _ . . . A . , . ^ . . 
y K 160 - 500 0.25 -0.75 Moderate leaching required, 

on salt sensitive plants. 

HIGH-May cause adverse effects 500 1 4 4 0 0 75 2 25 Good drainage required and moderate 
and require special management. ' ' " leaching. Plant salt tolerant species. 

Excellent drainage required with 
VERY HIGH 1,400 or above 2.25 or above large leaching requirement. Salt 

tolerant species only. 



sodium and remove it from the outside of the 
soil particle, and allow it to wash away. 

The type of calcium product and amounts 
required are important concepts. Calcium 
carbonate, also called Ag-limestone, is not 
soluble in soils which have a pH of 7.8 or 
above. Gypsum, (calcium sulfate) is way 
more soluble than Ag-limestone, and is the 

most popular calcium source for soil sodium 
management in a high pH soil. Thankfully it's 
not that expensive. It takes several months 
for gypsum to slowly dissolve from rain and/ 
or regular irrigation, but when it does, the 
calcium will "pull off' the sodium, which then 
gets washed away as sodium sulfate. 

Other forms of calcium compounds are 

expensive and can burn the turf or cause 
temporary soil drought problems. An example 
is calcium chloride. While the "calcium" is 
instantly available, the chloride can burn turf 
and cause temporary, but severe, water stress 
availability problems in the soil. 

Gypsum needs to be applied on a regular 
basis, since sodium is most likely being added 
on a regular basis with the irrigation water. 
The amount of gypsum required to keep the 
soil ESP values at acceptable low levels de-
pends on how high the ESP value is, and the 
capacity of the soil to hold positively charged 
particles. The letter is called the cation ex-
change capacity (CEC). 

Sands have little CEC, loams are intermedi-
ate, while silts and clay-type soils have high 
CEC capacities. Soils with high organic matter 
contents (usually in the surface 2.0 inches) 
also have a high CEC capacity. The higher 
the CEC and the ESP, the more calcium 
(gypsum) you will need to lower the ESP to 
desirable levels. GCI 

G y p s u m R e q u i r e m e n t 

During a recent USGA Turf Advisory 
Service visit they demonstrated the effective 
use of a bird laser to move Canada geese 
from the course. 

When the Bird Phazer Laser emits a pow-
erful green light that hits the geese' feathers, 
it makes a bright splash of light. A flock of 
more than 50 Canada geese immediately 
took flight from more than 200 yards away. 
That's because half of birds vision is in the uv 
light range. Their eyes are very sensitive to the 
green Bird Phazer Laser.* $399 

g e e s e d a m a g e . c o m 
( 8 0 0 ) 5 5 5 - 9 6 3 4 

JWB Marketing Columbia, SC 

*lt has the required FDA safety features 
www.golfcourseindustry.com/readerservice - #47 
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Soil Texture 10 15 20 30 40 50 

lbs per 1000 sq. ft. 

Coarse 50 100 150 250 3 5 0 450 

Medium 75 150 250 400 550 700 

Fine 100 200 300 500 700 900 

Amount of 90 percent pure gypsum to apply to reduce the Exchangeable Sodium 
Percentage (ESP) value to acceptable levels to restore soil aggregation based on 
soil type and ESP values from a soil test report. 

Visit us at 
www.golfcourseindustry.com 

or call 330 -523 -5400 

http://www.golfcourseindustry.com/readerservice
http://www.golfcourseindustry.com


Terry B u c h e n , CGCS, MG, is president of Golf Agronomy International. He's a 41-year, life 
member of the GCSAA. He can be reached at 757-561-7777 orterrybuchen@earthlink.net. EQUIPMENT IDEAS 

Travels 
With 
Terry 
Globetrotting 
consulting agronomist 
Terry Buchen visits 
many golf courses 
annually with his digital 
camera in hand. He 
shares helpful ideas 
relating to maintenance 
equipment from the golf 
course superintendents 
he visits - as well as 
a few ideas of his own 
- with timely photos 
and captions that 
explore the changing 
world of golf course 
management. 

HOSE REEL TRAILER 
At the Des Moines (Iowa) Golf & Country Club, ameter hose to connect to the quick coupler was 

director of grounds Rick Tegtmeier, CGCS, con- acquired locally. A Cox Hose Reel model 1175-6-
ceived the hose reel trailer idea for hand watering and 100-BXCX was purchased from the manufacturer 
syringing greens at his tenure as superintendent at and the 100 feet of l"-diameter hose and nozzle 
his former golf course. IV2" square tubing was used to w a s acquired from Lesco. The material costs were 
build the tongue and trailer framework. A Northern $875 each for the three total trailers built, which 
Tool model 135012 ATV tire, wheel, axle and hub kit; t o o k a b o u t 20 h o u r s each to build. There is also a 
model 12600 21" tie high-impact fenders; and l7/8" 12-volt battery operated hose reel available from 
stainless-steel hitch were used. The 15'-long, l"-di- Cox Hose Reels. 

THE CLAW 
Scott Dickson, superintendent, and Bud Wunder, head 

mechanic, at the Saddle Creek Resort in Copperopolis, 
Calif., conceived the idea for "The Claw" attachment for the 
John Deere backhoe to help remove cattails, water primrose 
and other aquatic weeds more efficiently from numerous lakes 
and ponds. Eight used Toro model 3500 and 4500 rotary blades 
were used for the linkage points and another 18 were used for 
"The Claw" attachment. The frame was built using 15" x 15" 
long, 3/8" x 2" angle iron and 2" x 4" x Vs" thick rectangular tub-
ing was used to build the boom. The backhoe extends 12" and 
"The Claw" boom extends 21', it is attached by two pins and two 
bolts and it takes less than five minutes to mount or dismount. 
The materials cost about $30 for items not already in inventory 
and it took about 30 hours of trial and error to build. GCI 
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PARTING SHOTS 

Pat Jones is editorial director and publisher of Golf Course Industry. 
He can be reached at pjones@gie.net or 330-523-5384. 

RUN, WELDON, RUN 
In many ways, Weldon Davis is a typi-

cal golf course superintendent. 
He wakes up at an ungodly hour to 

head to The Creek GC in Spartanburg, 
S.C. He's dealing with the lingering 
aftereffects of a very crappy winter. 
"We were frozen solid for three or 
four weeks in February and we had a 
kte frost, so we've been on pins and 
needles a little bit waiting to see how 
things respond." He's considering 
converting the putting surfaces over to 
Diamond zoysia and has been bending 
Dr. Milt Engelke's ear about the vari-
ety, which is still kind of a novelty on 
greens. On weekends, he's a NASCAR 
nut who used to race his own cars. 

Yup, Davis is a pretty typical super-
intendent except for one thing: he's 
running for a state senate seat. "Three 
years ago, I never thought I'd be doing 
it," he says. "I'm just sick and tired of 
the people in Columbia and D.C. They 
represent themselves and the special 
interests, not the people." 

Davis wants to serve his neigh-
bors in the 33rd district - mainly the 
Spartanburg metropolitan area - in 
the state capitol. This is his second 
attempt. Two years ago, he ran sort 
of a practice campaign against a 
10-term incumbent Republican. He 
used his own money, knew he didn't 
have a chance and even (gasp!) ran 
as a Democrat because that's the way 
the local powers-that-be wanted it. "I 
knew I couldn't win, but I wanted to 
learn about the process by doing it." 

Now, the incumbent is retiring and 
Davis is gearing up for the primary 
election in June with a decent shot at 
being elected. An early online poll has 
him well ahead, but he's worried that 
his opponent will outspend him and 
bury him with dollars from companies 
and lobbyists. 

Why doesn't Davis fight fire with 
fire? "I'm not taking money from lob-
byists. It's been offered, but I said, 'No 

thank you, sir.' When big money gets 
into small political races, they're going 
to want something sooner or later. 
That's what I'm running against, so 
why would I do it just to get elected?" 
Jeez, that sounds like common sense. 
Is that, allowed in politics these days? 

Davis isn't new to government. He's 
served on the local foster care review 
board and been active in party stuff 
for years. He's a Spartanburg guy and 
he knows the right folks around town. 
Mostly, he's a passionate person who's 
fed up with politics as usual. 

His agenda is conservative, but 
not over the top. He hates waste 
and wants smaller government and 
tax reform. His experience on the 
foster care board has alarmed him 
about the quality of child health care 

on welfare or lives in public housing 
in the state. The idea has been a sensa-
tion locally, around the state and -
thanks to media coverage - nationally. 

Hmmm, more common sense. Did 
he not read the politician's handbook? 

Despite the fact that I was in-
trigued by the idea of a candidate with 
uncommon common sense, I really 
wanted to ask Davis one question: 
How in the hell does a golf course 
superintendent find time to run for 
state office? "It's just like being a su-
perintendent - it takes dedication," he 
says with more modesty than can be 
imagined. "I get off work, I make calls 
and I knock on doors. I love talking to 
people about the issues." 

Will he make "our" agenda part of 
his work at the statehouse? "Of course 

It's sad that what's common in our world is 
far ncommon in government. I hope 

Davis can begin to change that. 

and welfare costs. His experience in 
golf has made him a committed but 
realistic environmentalist. And, like 
many, he wants a chance to fight for 
better jobs and better education in his 
hometown. 

But, two of Davis' positions have 
gained him the most attention and 
support in his district. First, he advo-
cates going back to the days of making 
prisoners do a decent day's labor: "We 
should put inmates back to work on 
the highways. We can save money, 
have better roads and help them get 
used to working. Frankly, they're more 
likely to be successful in getting a 
job and going to work after prison if 
they're used to working eight hours a 
day like the rest of the world." 

Second, he proposes to institute 
random drug testing for anyone who's 

I will. I'll promote the economic 
impact of golf in the state and the 
benefits of turf. It'll be great to have 
someone from our business letting 
people know about how much we ben-
efit the community." 

After talking with Davis, I tried to 
remember if another superintendent 
had even run for statewide office. 
To my knowledge, none has. That's a 
shame. We're a profession of hard-
working, careful, thrifty problem 
solvers who value clean water, healthy 
recreation and a good economy. It's sad 
that what's common in our world is far 
too uncommon in government. I hope 
Davis can begin to change that. GCI 

Davis' Web site is: www.welclondavis.org. 
Donations or well wishes from colleagues 
are welcome. 

mailto:pjones@gie.net
http://www.welclondavis.org


THE GOLD 
NOW AVAILABLE IN GREEN. 

When it comes to course appearance, there is no trophy for second place. That's why we 
developed new Reserve™ Fungicide. Reserve delivers superior, broad-spectrum disease 
control without turf thinning that other fungicides can cause. Reserve prevents algae growth 
and controls just about everything under the sun including dollar spot, brown patch, snow 
mold, and anthracnose. And thanks to Reserve's StressGard™ formulation technology, it helps 
manage course stress, maintains turf roots and improves turf density. Of course new Reserve is 
Backed by Bayer, which means all of our research and support is at your fingertips to help you 
create the healthiest, thickest, greenest turf possible. Because when it comes to your course, 
good enough isn't good enough. To learn more, go to www.BackedbyBayer.com/Reserve. 

Bayer Environmental Science 

Bayer Environmental Science, a business group of Bayer CropScience L.P., 2 T.W. Alexander Drive, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. 
1-800-331-2867. www.BackedbyBayer.com. Reserve and StressGard are trademarks of Bayer. Not all products are registered in all 
states. Always read and follow label instructions carefully. ©2010 Bayer CropScience LP. 
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We're taking support to a new level. 
The level you qet every day from your crew 
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Consider us part of your crew. 

OFFICIAL 
GOLF COURSE 
EQUIPMENT 
SUPPLIER 

It may be surprising to think of a company as part of your crew. 

Your crew, after all, are the guys who mow all 18 holes before most 
people butter their first piece of toast. 

How can an outside group come close to that kind of support? 

Well, we start by putting more product experts in the field. Then, 
have them work together as a team for you. 

Interested in that kind of extra help? Contact your John Deere Golf 
rep. And start to Consider us part of your crew. 

www.JohnDeere.com/Golf 

fil J O H N D E E R E 
G O L F 

http://www.JohnDeere.com/Golf

